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Are we Floridiots?
State election mistakes continue
to frustrate voters, candidates
JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITER

BENJAMIN D. BAIRD
STAFF WRITER
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An unresolved error in the new
Polaris software could prevent many students from voting ollline in the Student
Government Association elections at the
end of the month and senators are suggesting students return to paper ballot
voting should the malfunction occur.
. Since the university converted
Polaris - UCF's online program that
allows students to register. for classes
and vote in student elections - to a new
operating system, several student senators are worried ·
that glitches in the
online voting proceS6A briefs
dure may allow
$20,000 for
some students to
speaker may.dry
vote for senators
up student funds
- outside their own
colleges and will
-SEE A-3
prevent other students from voting at
all. .
Students are supposed to vote only
for candidates within their own colleges.
The senate has .decided to continue
to use the online system because it generates higher ·voter turnout _than when
paper ballots_are used .
.. "It would just be a matter of printing
the list [of candidates] and purchasing
scantrons," said Sen. Juan de la Torre.
But the idea of students using paper ·
ballots to vote this year if the online system fails could create havoc, because
there would be no way to confirm whieh
students already had voted online.
The senate did decide that if the
online system is not acceptable one week
prior to the election, a paper ballot system could be implemented.
However, there are those-who remain
skeptical about switching from .online
voting to paper ballot voting.
"If they have paper ballots, tlJ.ere
would be no way for them to do it [at the
- satellite campuses]," said Sen. Jena
Delk, who represents the Brevard campus. "How can they possibly Jiave peopl!3 ,
at all the campuseE!?"
·
Delk's concerns stem from a _lack of
human resources involved with the elec'
tions.
While there are enough people to
properly oversee an online election seven-· election commissioners and five
deputies - those same 12 individuals
would not be able to count a _potential
3'9,000 ballots in the event of a paper bal·
'
lot election.
. In the event qf a paper-b'allot elecPL§ASE SEE

State officials Thursday declared
Bill McBride the winn.e r of the
DemocratiC primary, but Janet Reno
has not yet conceded defeat in the latest Florida' election mess to frustrate
voters .

On Friday Reno asked for a manual recount of all votes cast in MiamiDade Count, one of her str.ongholds.
Meanwhile, her request for a manual
recount of all ballots cast statewide
was denied by the state elections
board. An official determination of
the vi~tor of Florida's latest controversial vote may not come until

Tuesday.
McBride defeated Reno by a narrow margin, only 8,196 votes. Election
officials continue to investigate voting
irregularities in Miami-Dade and
Broward counties, where irregularities included polling places that
opened late and voting machines that
did not wc;>rk.
, Reno's campaign has questioned
voter turnqut at dozens of precincts
in the two counties, where several
precincts reported unusually low
PLEASE SEE

McBride oN A-3

Thank goodness it's Friday

JOE KAu!ITA I CFF

Several classrooms sit empty on Fridays, such as this one in the Communication Building. Nearly 10,000 students have no Friday classes.
KRISTIN DAVIS
STAFF WRITER

College students everywhere often celebrate the
conclusion of a longw~ek by
takihg the day off on Friday
instead_ of attending classes ..
This four-day school week
has become an inc:feasingly
popular trend at UCF and
many other Florida college
campuses, resulting in over
crowding and traffic congestion on campus Monday
through Thursday.
"I arrange my schedule
to avoid Friday classes,"
said sophomore Erica
Vander-werf. "I can't go a full
week with classes. I'd go

Extended weekends common
trend at Florida universities
weekends, that's the only
crazy."
,_ In a recent campus reason I did it," he said.
Other students blamed
headcount, about 26,000 students attended classes every . a lack of classes being
day from Monday through offered on Friday as the reaThursday. This headcount son most students didn't
noticeably declines by near- schedule classes on that
ly 10,000 students by the day.
"The only reason I didtime Friday rolls around.
Sophomore
Matt n't take any classes on
Yachmetz said he intention- Friday is because none of
ally arranged his class the classes I needed were
schedule this semester to available," said student
Marc Blatt. have Fridays off.
But Friday classes still
"I wanted the .longer

exist, said Linda Sullivan,
associate registrar at UCF.
This · semester offered
906 class sections on
Fridays. However, Monday
through Thursday saw 12001400 classes scheduled each
of those days.
Maribeth Ehasz, associate vice president, thinks
that spreading classes more
evenly througho.ut the weekdays and even offering
Saturday classes would help
ease overcrowding on campus
Monday
through
Thlirsday.
Ehasz assures students
· that the administration will
'
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INSIDE
Central Rorida's fast and furious
Orlando street scene screeches to a halt
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Healing
UCF has one focus this week: Get healthy.
-SPORTS; A-14
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UCF FACT
President Hitt will nost an open
forum for students on Wed., Sept
18 from TI:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. in
the f.ape Florida Ballroom.

www.UCFfature.com
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McBride declared winner of primary, -,
but Reno's-not ready to-· concede · defeat··-~~
FROM PAGE ~1

•

•

•
•

·•

•

•

News• A-3

ning mate yet but is consider-

ing both Reno a:pd Daryl
turnouts and w]lere Reno enjoyed her Jones, the state senator who
greatest support.
placed
third
in
the
.. · Reno's insistence on a recount of Democratic primary, as his
votes could endanger the party unity nominee for lieutenant goverboth she and McBride say is needed to nor.
defeat Republican Gov. Jeb Bush in
On most issues, the two
November.
candidates share common
McBride briefly spoke with Reno views. Ren<.> praised McBride
before deClaring victory. He said that ·h e and vowed to work with him. ·
harbors no ill will toward. Reno for not
"Bill McBride would
conceding, addillg that both he a.Ild ~eno ; _mak£f a gr:e~t governor," she
·
. · -_-: -~; t ·•· '§·aid:: "lr1i~ is the iiommee, I intend to
have a shared goal.
"I think we have a consensus," said - Vl'.ork ve_ryhaid for hiin and campaign for
McBride. "The consensus is,- we need a him ..-" .
riew governor."
·
According to Welch, McBride will
Tony Welch, a spokesman . for niak'.e· education a· centerpiece of his
McBride's campaign, said the campaign campaign against Bush.
is moving forward to press its case
Earlier in his campaign, McBride
against Bush.
blasted Bush on education. "Florida is
Welch said he doesn't think Reno's languishing in education under Gov.
delay will 4urt McBride's chances.
Bush," said McBride.
Citing the 11,igh turnout for the ,pri~cBride said that if elected as govmary, Welch said, "When you consider ernor, he would also push for improved
the vote ... there's a lot of enthusiasm to wages for the working class, a diversidefeat Jeb Bush."
fied economy and a low-cost prescripMcBride, a Tampa lawyer and for- tion-drug plan for seniors.
Bush will also focus on education in
mer head of the state's largest law firm,
overcame Reno's lead in the past month his campaign and will remind voters of
with a television ad campaign that bills that he passed to increase funding
raised his profile throughout the state.
for education during his term, said Pratt.
Reno had fairly solid sup,port at the
"Since 1998, funding for K-12 educa- _
start of her campaigning, but many tion has increased by $3 billion, a 27 perDemocrats ultimately felt McBride had a cent increase in total funding, while stubetter chance of defeating Bush than dent growth has increased by 10.5 perReno did, said Aubrey Jewett, a UCF cent," said Pratt. "Per student funding
political science associate p_rofessor
has increased by $736, or 15.1 percept."
The Bush campaign has no preferBush also will cfilghlight criiire-,
ence in .opponent, said Martha Pratt, reduction programs he. enacted··during
deputy communications director for the his term, said Pratt. -..
Bush campaign.
"Thanks to- tough Bush initiatives
"We are prepared to run on our like '10-20-Life' and 'Three Strikes-andrecord of accomplishments over the last You're-Out,' Florida has the lowest
four years," said Pratt.
crime rate in 29 years," said Pratt.
McBride, who claimed victory
Pratt said that Bush -also plans to
Thursday, said he hasn't chosen a run- tout economic growth .

"Florida continues to create more jobs than any other
state and was one of only 16
states to show job growth from
July 2001 to June 2002."
Welch said _that McBride
will cite the "crisis at the DCF"
and the recurring election
problems as evidence of Bush's
_poor leadership.
Bush
UCF students expressed
frustration over the latest vot_ _
ing debacle.
"Florida ne~ds to. 'get fts"acnoget~er .. ~ and Bush should be-held accountable," said senior Dante t?B:mpang: "It
does go all the way to the-top." .-/ ._ '
Sophomore Ryan Martin alsoi holds
Bush accountable for the voting problems.
.
· "I don't think that it's a coincidence
that we've had two major elections
where something like this has happened," said Martin.
Bush spokesperson Pratt deflected
criticism for last week's voting mistakes.
"The best thing we can do is make
sure that we have competent local officials running the elections," said Pratt.
Martin opposes the idea of conducting a r~wote or a recount.
"I don't ·like the idea of revotes. It
opens the floodgates ... you never have a
perfect election, especially when it's this
close," he said.
Martin!s solution for Florida's
flawed voting process is to bypass the
eritire system ~nd move voting to a more
technological m,ethod.
-··, ;o,~'V.qink onllne or :using electronic
r~soili'ces "woUid be better," he said.
"When you're counting votes by hand or
machine, you'll always have more error
involved."
UCF graduate Jerry Spoto also supports further reforms in the voting
process. Spoto said most people who

orida needs a r· standard,·
uniform ballot
all the ?Way · ._
: .across the board._Right noJv there··.
are ·too many _
ways _of voting.
.
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- JERRY SPOTO
UCF

care about the elections process and
their vote are frustrated that there are
no final results almost a week later.
"Florida needs a standard, uniform
ballot all the way across· the board," he
said. "Right now there are too many
ways of voting."
Spoto, who .voted for Reno, said she
should push for a revote.
Senior Kelly Levisen disagrees.
"We _already dealt with that in the
presidential election," he said. "It was
long, drawn-out and the same person
ended up winning anyway."
While Levison said he believes Reno
captured enough votes in South Florida
to win the Democratic primary, he said
McBride has a muc.Ji. better chance of
winning against Bush.
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$20,QOOJOr speaker may dry up ·studeri.~-. {µnds

the senate · continued to pass to a larger airport for a cheaper
bi~Us ._ ~thou~· , 'cp~ki_ng f~.how price.
Sen. Tyler VanVoorhees, a
m:µc}!':~gney ,_, t:g.e _body<~~d to
After granting $20,000 to. work with, it was "frittering member of the trial team, said
the objections were founded,
the ·Progressive Council to bring away" students' money.
-~:i
but the team had always taken
activist Michael Moore to speak
at
UCF,
some
Student Airf~re concerns senate
direct flights in the past so that
Government Association senaThe UCF Trial Team's members were rested for comtors are worried that granting ·-.request for funds to attend the petitions. He added that the stuJarge amounts of money ill 'the Yale Mock 'Frial Invitational dent government had paid for
beginning of the school :year ~ame under Singh's ap.d Tsonis' the team to fly into New Haven
could leave the senate short by serutiny.
in previous years.
.
.
The team's · performance
tb,e end of the year.
Both senators were conSen. Anthony Tsonis said a cerned about the trial team's · will be jeopardized at the com.similar problem occurred last airfare expense of $7,986.
petition if it has to travel by
year and a few student groups
Tson!s questioned why the train or· car and arrive late in
had to be turned away for lack team wanted to directly fly to the evening, said VanVoorhees.
of funds.
New Haven, Conn., when it Trial team members told senaS"en. C. Hunter Singh said if could have opted to take a flight tors that only two airlines flew
SHEYLA NIEVES
STAFF WRITER

•

into tiut'Ne-w:Jfaven_airpot:t and
the t~am ha~ .. sele~ted _'the
cheaper qt the two. · ·
-, .
Senators will vote on the
tri~ team's r~quest 1'hursd.ay;.

Joshlia Grosshans. SGA's director -0f governmental affairs.
:· UF is pleased with the conii'ections its firm has established with their community and
_administration, said Gros~hans,
$50,000 for .private lobbying and ~a private lobbying firm
· Student senators continued · would be equally beneficial for
to de~ate ·a bill 'that. seeks to · ·. UCE
hire lobbYists for the UCF stuSGA would pay about
dent body.
·
·
$50,000 for a private .lobbying .
Singh safd he did not firm to represent UCF on both a
believe that private lobbyists focal and state level.
The lobbying bill will have
would successfully represent'
its final vote m senate
students at UCE
University of Florida stu- Thursday. The student body
dent government officials president and the chief student
already hired. a law firm over affairs officer will then hav(:"l to
the summer, according to sign off on it.
··
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A-4 •News

Attention: UCF single women ages 17-24
<
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._,

"

"1•~~ ·O>l~ .. "~ fJ~IJ ·

1:

Saturday, November 2, 2002 • 3:00pm
Key West Room·of the Student Union

MISS UNIVERSE
The M~rk of f!<!au ty"

entrants to be escorted by
UCF's Air Force ROTC Detachment 159

-fe~turing

Miss Orlando USA

Isabel Rougeau
Miss·ucF

$1 ,500 Sponsorship
to the Miss Florida USA Pageant
in June 2003
·

1 st, 2nd,.3rd, 4th
runners up

Mari Wilensky

$100 Savings Bond (each)

Miss Orlando USA

Remaining
Top 1 O Semifinals
$50 Savings Bond

Carrie Mewha
Miss Florida USA

All Others
$1 0 Cash Scholarships
List of prizes published at a later date

For more information, e-mail:
or call

afusa99@aOl.COm

1 -800-:-585-3496-30 and leave a message

URSA's
JOE KALEITA I CFF

Lonnie Battle talks to his cousin on a recent afternoon. According to the FCC, 62 percent of 18- to 24 year-olds own cell phones.

KING OF PIZZA

Landlines on decline
Five percent of subscribers ·
use their cell phones as
their only phone line
KATRINA HAMMER
STAFF WRITER

Everyone knows the · old saying "talk is
cheap," but nobody could have guessed how
important cheap _talk would be to college students.
Cellular phone use has exploded on campuses nationwide, including UCF. Every day thousands of students can be seen walking on campus
and talking on cellular phones. In the United
States alone, 61 percent of 18- to 24-year-olds own
cell phones, according to the Federal
Communications Commission.
In fact, many students now rely on their cell
phones for all of their calling needs instead of
land line connections. Most students find that
wireless calling plaris provide cheaper long distance as well as convenienee.
Sophomore Symone Paolino doesn't have a
telephone connection in her apartment for a few
reasons. She says the main reason is the incon·sistency of her previous service provider.
"Bell South doesn't know what's going on,"
she said. "They billed me three times for the same
month."
Paolino uses her cell phone to call her brother in Colorado and doesn't have to worry about
long distance, which is covered in most cell phone
plans.
Long distance is just one of the primary reasons students are drawn to wil-eless plans. Many
plans include long distance with their service,
instead of chargjng a separate per-minute fee.
"My plan comes with long distance," said
freshman Jennifer Myers. "I use it to can home to
St. Pete because it's so much cheaper."Students are undoubtedly attracted to the
convenience of having a cellular phone rather
than the standard connection in homes. These
home conriections, more recently termed land
lines, do not provide users with all the features
that now come_with a basic cellular phone and
service plan.
.
"I never use my home line," said freshman
Jessica Salesky. "Calling cards are a pain, and I'm
never ill my room anyway."
The cellular phones of today can provide stu-

dents with access to their e-man accounts, the
Internet, instant messaging service arid a myriad
of other specialized features.
·
In a recent survey of 803 wireless service
subscribers, 85 percent of college-aged students
know how to use every function on their cell
phone and usua:lly use them regularly.
Angie Morales, a sales associate for T-Mobile
at Waterford Lakes, said that about one in every
10 customers is looking for a cell phone as their
primary phone.
Students typically purchase the $39.99 plan_
which includes 600 anytime minutes, voice mail
sertj.ce, caller ID, call waiting and forwarding and
no charge for long distance or roaming, said
Morales
For about $10 less, Verizon offers customers
a home phone service plan with unlimited local
calls and one.choice of four features - call waiting, call forwarding, caller ID, voicemail, and call
block. The plan does not include long distance
and does not offer the mobility of a cellular phone.
· Cell phones provide a way for students to
stay in touch with friends and not miss any calls
while they are away from their apartments or
dorms.
"I give my cell number out because I have
four other roommates and the chance that I would
get my messages is pretty low;" said sophomore
Jack Sterba.
Also, students that change residences frequently may find a c·ellular phone is more convenient because they can keep the same phone
number for .as long as they like, no matter where
they move in the nation. Students coming to UCF
from locations other than the Orlando area may
· like to keep their cell phone with their hometown
area code.
"My friends back home can call me without
having to pay long distance," said freshman Jeri

Rhoads. ·
·
The competition between wireless and landline corporations continues to heat up. The FCC
reports that up to 5 percent of subscribers
already use their cell phones as their only phone,
or at least as their primary phone.
But not all students are thrilled with the popularity of cell phones.
"I hate it when people Call me to talk about
senseless things," said freshmen Rqry Hubert.
"That's why I don't have one, they just encourage
people to do stupid things like talk in cars or in
Class."
Sophomore Monique Hubert agrees. "I think
it's a ~eat tool that's overused."

•
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879 N. Alafaya Tr., Orlando, FL 32828

United Resident's Student Association
proudly announces the winner of the 2nd
annual King of Pizza contes~ chosen by
popular v?te!
URSA would also like to thank other
contributing businesses for their
support of UCF residence life programming.
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-The Place ta Change Your Clothes
We carry a large selection of H.awaiian shirts and dresses, sports
wear and golf ~ear for guys and gals.
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Hyundai Advantage™

AMERICA'S
BEST
WARRANTY*
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I0Year I I00,000 Mile
Powertrain Protection,
5Year/60,000 Mile·
Bumper-to-Bumper,
5Year I Unlimited
Miles 24-hour
Roadside Assistance

•
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2003 HYUNDAI
.

.

.

.

TI BuR0 N'
-

-$15, 9'99**

.Dual Front Airbags, Front Side .
Airbags! Air Conditioning, 6-speaker
Stereo with CD, Power Windows,
Door Locks and Heated Mirrors,
Remote Keyless Entry System with
Alarm, Cruise Control, 16" Aluminum
Alloy Wheels with Michelin® Tires.

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

THE ALL-NEW TIBURON. CATCH ONE WHILE YOU CAN •
~

•
0

:>

At just $15,999, the all new .Ti'buron gives you exhilarating performance. Pl'us standard .
_~ _· features t.ike du.al front airbags, front side airbags~ air conditioning, 6·-speaker stereo with
. CD, power WindOws, door locks and heated mirrors, cruise control, alloy wheels, and the
·.freedom ·of Am~rica's . Best .Warranty~ the Hyundai Advantage~M So _take the drive today.
Because this is ·one car-· that hates to· sit still.

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI LONGWOOD

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI ORLANDO

· 3575 N. Highway 17-92

4110 W. Colonial Dr.

407-322-1792

407-578-5337

*See dealer for LIMITED WARRANTY aetails.**MSRP excludes freight, taxes, title, license and options. Dealer price may vary. Safety belts should always be worn. ·
tThe Supplemental Restraint (airbag) System (SRS) is designed to work with the 3-point seatbelt system. The SRS deploys in certain front-end impact
conditk>ns where s.ignificant injury is likely."J:'he SRS is not a substitute for seatbelts which should be worn at all times. Children under:- the age of
13 should be restrained securely in the rear seat. NEVER place a rear-facing child seat in the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger-side airbag.
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Blender-napper charged with 2 felonies, 18 misdemeanors
.

Johns said one of the . pills
was Aderol. He could not identify
the second pill, but said a friend
of his from South Florida gave itto him.
Jenkins and Qennany also
found a blue pill crusher with
white residue. Johns said_ he
used the crusher and the cigarette wrappers to crush Xanex1
and he used the straw to snort
Xanex~ Johns said the pacifier
and· Vicks inhalers are commonly
used With Ecstasy Johns said he
takes tobacco out of the · cigars
and uses them to smoke marijua. na. Johns said he used the metal
container, a waterproof match
holder, to hold his drugs.
, Jenkins and Denn,_any questioned Johns again about the
plant in the flowerpot. Johns said
it was marijuana.
In Johns' rooni, Jenkins also
found a bottle .of _ Roxanol
Morphine Sulfate that Johns ·said
a friend gave to him for his tattoo.
Dennany found a red pill crusher
containing a 2-inch long straw
and a sandwich bag containing 8
orange nickel bags. Johns said he
used the red crusher for crushing
Xanex.
Johns added that he had "a
bunch of alcohol" in the freezer of
his dorm refrigerator.
Johns did not invoke his
Miranda rights and Jenkins
arrested him. Jenkins took Johns
to the UCF Police Department to
lOg evidence ·and then transported him to the Orange-County central booking office.

CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER

UCF police arrested Jason
M. Johns on charges of felony
morphine posses_sion, felony ciiltivation. of cannabis and 18
counts of possessing drug paraphernalia Sept. 12.
According to police records,
Officer Mario Jenkins and Cpl.
Dale Dennany went to Johns'
dorm room at 1:59 a.m. to retrieve
a blender that another student
said Johns, 18, took from his
· room without permission.
Johns gave Jenkins and
Dennany permission to enter his
room. Once inside, Jenkins and
Dennany noticed a beige flowerpot with soil, seeds and growing
plants next to-Johns' bed. Johns
said he was growing fl9wers for
his girlfriend.
Johns gave police permission to search his belongings and
his side of the room. When Johns
opened a dresser drawer to get
photo identification, Jenkins and
Dennany noticed several items
they believed to be drug paraphernalia.
Johns' dresser drawer contained: a purple Crown Royal
bag; a plastic container that held
several Vicks inhalers, a pill bot~
tle, Visine bottle, baby pacifier, a
straw cut down to approximately
2.5 inches .and a small metal
cylinder; a blue plastic container
holding two pills; three cigarette
plastic wrappers; arid . several
cigars.

.

.

Two for one
A stop for- speeding turned
into felony arrests 9n charges of
unauthorized possession of an
identity card for Demetrios
Camarinos and Daniel M. Fox
Sept. 6.
Officer · James Roberts
stopped Camarinos for speeding
on Gemini Drive at 3:49 a.m.
Camarinos gave Roberts
consent to search his car. During
the search, Roberts found, a cup
containing an alcoholic beverage
and a fake identification for passenger Fox, 18.
Fox's identification had a
- false birth date and incorrect
Social Security number. Though
the card was· embossed with
Connecticut on top, Robert's
determined it was not a government-issued card.
After Roberts arrested Fox,
he found a Texas driver's license
with Camarinos' picture on it. .
The biographical data did not
match the information on
Camarinos' Florida driver's
license.
Camarinos, 19, said he got
the Texas license from a friend in
Texas when he attended Baylor ·
University .
Roberts took Camarinos and
Fox to the Orange County Jail.

What beer? Patrick · Lerche landed in
Orange County Jail for resisting
· an officer without-violence and an
open container violation Sept. 7.
Officer Mario Jenkins was on

foot patrol in Phase II of the
Academic Village at 5:38 a.m.
when he saw Lerche, 20, walking
with an open beer bottle.
Jenkins shined his ·flashlight
onto Lerche and called out for
Lerche to stop, . but Lerche
walked around the building out of
Jenkins' sight.
Jenkins called to Lerche
again and began to run after him.
Jenkins next saw Lerche walking
without the beer.
'Alb.en Jenkins asked wh~re
the beer was, Lerche replied,
"What beer?" After further questions, Lerche admitted to Jenkins
that he had disposed of the beer. . ·
Lerche said he kept walking
after Jenkins called out because
he thought Jenkins was. a police
.officer and wanted to get rid of
the beer before he got caught.

Speak softly

_

UCF police issued a Notice to
Appear to Jereme Blondin for
carrying a concealed weapon
Sept..9.
Officer James Roberts
stopped Blondin, 20, for a missing
rear bumper and improperly dis:.
played license tag at 7:17 p.m.
When Blondin reached for
his driver's license and registration, Roberts saw a set of brass
lrnuckles in the center console of
Blondin's truck.
. Roberts placed Blondin in
handcuffs and recovered the
brass lrnuckles.
Further search of Blondin' s
truck revealed a butterfly knife

inside the center console.
Blondin told Roberts he
,made the brass lrnuckles at work,
but he did not lrnow it was illegal
to have them.
Blondin was very coopera_tive during his· interview with
police and police made the decision to release .him from the station with a notice to appear.
Charges for Blondin's -possession of the butterfly knife on
campus are pending.

II

Four strJkes
A suspended license did not
stop William Schmith from getting behind the wheel Sept. 8.
Officer
Mario
Jenkins
stopped Schmith at 11:30 p.m.
after observing Schmith making a
right hand turn-without stopping
at a stop sign, speeding approxi- .
mately 30 mph in a 20 mph zone
and making a right hand turn ihto
a "Do not enter" entrance of a
parking lot. ·
_ 'Alb.en Jenkins. approached
Schmith, 2D, Schmith said his ·
_license was suspended. Jenkins
checked ·Florida
computer
records and found Schmith's ·
license was suspended on four
separate occasions within the m.
last four months.
.
Jenkins arrested Schmith for
driving with a suspended license
and took him to the Orange.
County Jail.

.,

Columnist Cathleen Crane can be ·
reached at ccrane@ucffuture.com

Are y9u o;unior or a senior with
at least a 3.7 GPA??? Become a
member of Golden Key International Honor
Society a~d receive a lifetime of benefitsI

.

Check us out at our information table
on·the Student Union Patio on 9/16, 17 & 18
from l 0 a.m. - 2 p.m. or at our_Open ~ouse
at Wackadoo' son 9/17 ·from 5- 7 p.m.
Deadline to ioin is 9/27. For·more
information, call {407) 823-6341 or visit http://goldenkey.gsu.edu
I

(

~

Trailer 617.
.(407)-823-5457
·'

.
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10, 000 fewer
•
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studeri.ts
attend classes
on Fridays
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_ continue to study tbis issue as enrollment
continues to grow at UCF
_·
Yachmetz says .that even though traffic
is heavier _in the beginning of the school
week, . offering more Friday classes won't
significantly alleviate_congestion during the
week.
, ':There is still 38,000 kids going here, so
there wouldn't be less traffic just because
there is ·more classes," he said.
Professors on campus have come to
. expect a smaller attendance in therr Friday
classes.
· ·
·

•

•

Introduced by: UR Chair Falkowitz • Sponsored By: UR
Committee (DPT Soroka, Senators: Schiller, Bryon, De Lo Torre,
Hsu, Balesteri, and Van Voorhees) • Contact: Ch~r Falkowitz
Committee Adion: Pas~ed • Second Reading: August 22,
2002 • Third Reading: September 5, 2002
Vote: 22 for/ 0 against/ 0 abstain .
(Constitutional Amendment Regarding Subpoena Power)

•

•

Whereas, the Student Senole is provided the ability lo issue
subpoenas by a majority vote of the entire body or by
majority vote of a cllmmittee.
Whereas, this procedure is unlawful and may cause the
Senole of the University·of Central Florida lo encounter legal
aCfions against itself.
Whereas, the Senole hos the rightful ability to use ifs power
· of Special Acts in order to bring action upon individuals or
gr9ups responsible to Student Government.
Therefore be tt amended by the 34th Student Seno!e that the
Constitution of the Student Body of the University of Central Florido
be amended to read as follows:
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STUDENT BODY OF
THE UNIVERSllY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

•

.

•
•

•

We, the Students of the University of Central Florida, in
order tho! we may maintain the Benefits of Constitutional
- µberty .and may Creole a Representative Association through
which the Individual Student can·Participate Actively in this
university and which Promotes Cooperation among -theStudent Body, Focuhy and Administration, Do hereby Ordain .
and Establish this Constitution of the Student Body of the
University of Central Florido:

Artide I! The Student Body
Section I:
Name
The name of this organization shall be the Student Body of the
University of Centro!·Rorido. .The governmental agency of this
organization shall be 1he University of Central Aorido Student
Government, hereinafter ·referred to as S1udent ~vemment.

Section~

'~~iction

Body Vice President.
C. ASenole President Pro Tempore elected from the Senate.
D. Anumber of officers elected or appointed as stated in the
seno1e Rules and Procedures.
Section 3:
Senate Session
The Senole session shall begin and end after each Foll semester
election.
·
Section 4:

Apportionment and Election .
of the Student Senate
The Senole shall be apportioned as established by statute. The
Senole shall be elected by majority vote.
Section 5:
Powers, D!!fies and Limitations
The Student.Senole shall:
A. Enact, by majority vote, constitutional bylaws to be known
as Student Body Statutes, with the exception of bylaws
concerning elections, which shall require a two-thirds
(2/3) vote of the Senate.
B. Propose and act on Constitutional Amendments.
C. Provide for the compilation and publication of legislation.
D. Advise and consent, by o two-thirds (2/3) vote,
appointments made by the Student Body President.
"E. Impeach Student -Body officers, both elected and
appointed, according to procedures described in Statute,
EApprove and allocate the fiscal budget of Student
Government, as provided by ~olute.
- G."Allocirte all student funds, as provided by stolule.
H. Establish its own meeting times, rules and procedures.
I. Establish means through which the Student Body con
actively participole in the formulation of policies affecting
the students of the University of Central Florida.
J. Override a veto by the Student Body President by a
two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Senole.
K. Override a veto by the chief Student Affairs officer by
two-thirds (2/3) vote and refer the legi~ation to the _
President of the University for ultimole review:
L Enact, by a majority vole, spetial acts requiring action by
individuo~ or groups responsible to Student Government.
M. Issue No!ice(s) of appearance by a majority vote of the
Senate ~r by majority vote of a Seno!e Committee.
N. Assemble in open meetings at frequent intervals for the
deliberation of legislation·and the business,of the.Student·
Body.

AH •nts by W1ue of theit: registration in.the University of Centrot '
· · Rerido shOH be mernbei$ of tire Student Body and sholl be subjed
· Article Ill: The Executive
()

tothis~en.

•

Section 3:
Frenchise
AH students enrolled al the University of Central Aorido sholl"be
entitled to vote in the special and general elections of the Student
Body.

.·

Section 4:
Referendum Elections ·
The Student Body hos the right to call for a referendum election,
provided tho! a petition signed by a! least ten percent (10%) of the
Student·Body is submitted as specified by stolute.

•

Section 5: ·~
Definitions
The current edition of Black's.law Dictionary, unless otherwise stoled
in the ConStitution, Statutes of the Student Body or Senate Rules and
Procedures, shall be used in understanding the terms .contained
within the Student Government Association, Sto!utes and Senate
·Rules and Procedures.

Article II: ·The legislature
Section 1:
Legislative Authority
The legislative authority of the Student Body shall be vested in the
Student Senate, hereinafter referred to a.s the Senate. ·
0

have resorted to scheduling tests and graded assignments that day in order to make
sure students are showing up. ~
"f sometimes schedule impromptu
speeches on Fridays just to make sure stu:- .
dents are coming to class when they are
supposed to,'' said Paschal-Brown.
Finite math instructor Barry Griffiths
also uses tbis tactic in order to raise theattendance in his lecture classes.
"I purposely construct the -courses I
teach to show new material to classes on
Fridays," he said.. "By going through the lessons slowly and spreading them out all week
long, it has increased attendance."

.University of Central Florida
·Thirty-Fourth Student ·eody ·Senate
Constitutional Amendment 34-03

•

•

"I have noticed there are fewer students
up on Fridays than the rest Of the
. week,'' said speech professor Courtney
Paschal-Brown. "I think it's because
Thursday is the night to go out in Orlando."
Students aren't the only ones who prefer Fridays off.
"I don't teach any Friday classes right
now," said psychology professor Charles
Negy. "I don't _have office hours that day
either, because if I did, I know students ·
wouldn't come in on that day. I have teacher
meetings in the morning, but the rest of the
day I use as an extended weekend."
·
Many teachers who have Fridayclasses
sho~g

Composition
- Section 2: .
The Senole shall be composed of;
A. Anumber of students who shall be known as Senators.
B. ASenate President who shall be the Student

·Sedion 1:
Executive Authority
AD ~xerutive powers and those powers not specifically granted herein to other broriches of-Student Government shall be vested in the·
Student Body President, assisted by the Student Body Vice President,
and such other administrative officers os the President shall appoint
lo effectively carry out the-business of Student Government.

Section 2:
Election·of Executive Officers
The President and Vice President shall be elected according to
statute, by a majority vote of the Student Body, and shall serve a
one-year te;m of office following each election.
·
Section 3:
Duties and Powers of the President
The President shall:
A. Administer and enforce all laws of the Student Body.
B. Appoint administrative and executive officers,
with concurrence of the Senate.
.
C. Appoint qualified students to vacant Student Government
offices, with concurreoce of the Senate,
D. Sign or veto all measures passed by the Senate with'n
ten (I 0) school days of passage from the Senate. No
action by the Student Body President in !en (10) school
days shall constitute approval of the measure by the
Student Body President. The chief Student Affairs officer
shall hove three (3) weeks to veto or sign the measures
in question ..: No action in three weeks shall constitute
· approval of the lneasure by the chief Student Affairs
officer. ·
E. Coll and preside over meetings of the Student Body and

student assemblies when appropriole.
F. Address the Senate Ot least once each academic term and
on other occasions, upon the invitation of the Senole.
G. Initiate budget proceedings for the fiscal year and provide
for the effective expend~ure of student hmds.
H. Coll for a referendum of the Student Body when
' oppropriole, subject to concurrence of a two-thirds (2/3)
vote of the Senate.
I. Remove, at the President's discretion, any appointed
officer, with the exception of appointments made to
vacant elected offices o.nd Justices appointed to the
Judicial Council.
J. Grant, withhold or withdraw registration of any
organization under the jurisdiction of the Student Body.
Section 4: ·.
Duties of the Vice President
A. The Vice President shall assume the powers of the .
.President upon the President's request.or removal.
B.The Vice President shall preside over the Senate as its
President and shall be able to break a tie vote of the
Senate.
Section 5:
Order of Succession
A. In the event that the President resigns or is unable to
perform the powers and duties of office, the Vice
President shall become the President.
B. In the event that the Vice Presicfent is unable lo fulfill the
duties of office, the Senate President Pro Tempore shall
become Vice President.
Section 6:
Additional Elected Executive Branch Officers
There shall be ;n elected Vice President for the Executive Branch
. who shall be responsible for the Executive Branch functions as determined by the Student Body President. This Vice President shall in no
way serve in the capacity of the standing Vice President who presides over the Student Senole.
Article IV; The Judiciary
Section 1:
Judicial Power
The judicial power of the Student Body shall be vested in a Judicial
Council and such other judicial boordS os the Senate may from time
to time deem appropriate to establish.
Section 2:
Purpose
ltis ordained that th~ sfudent judiciary protect the rights of the
Student Body by insuring the rights of ihe individual and through:
~ interpretation of the.Constitution.
·
.
Section 3:
Judicial Authority
The juiliciol authority of the Student Body shall include:
A. The protection of student rights.
B. Judicial Review, the power to examine legislo!ive and
executive acts. Acts brought to the oltention of the
council may be declared to be unconstitutional by
'majority concurrence.
· C. The hearing of coses i~volving stu~ent disputes or
violation of University regulations, the Constitution of the
Student Body of the University of Central Florido, Student
Body Statutes and acts.
D. The provision of appellate procedures, as defined
by statute.
Section 4:
Administration: Practice and Procedure '
A.The Chief Justice of the Judicial Council shall serve as the
chief administrative officer of the judiciary and shall be
vested with, and shall exercise in accordance with rules
adopted by the court the authority to:
1. Assign duties among the Justices _of the Council.
2. Supervise the administration of the Council and
certain judicial boards, as established by judicial
policy.
3. Conduct and preside over Council proceedings.
4. Rule on procedural questions that arise during the
course of the judicial proceedings.
5. Rule on the pertinence of evidence presented before
the Council, as established in The ·Golden Rule: A

Handbook for Students.
6: Report, oraUy and in writing, to the accused, the
recommendolion of the Judicial Council.
7. Be responsible for administering the -"Oath of
Office" to all Student Body officers.
8. Inform the Senate of the condition of the judiciary
and recommend measures for the improvement of
the administration of Justices.
9. Report to the Senate such defects in the laws as
may have been brought to the ollention of the
·Council and suggest such am.endmenls or additional
legislation, which ~s deemed necessary.
B. The Judicial Council shall establish its own meeting times,
rules and procedures. All r~les and procedures of the
council are subject to approval by the Chief Student
Affairs Officer.
C. The Council shall conduct closed hearings on matters
concerning individual violations of University regulations,
which may require disciplinary recommendations. The
Council may conduct open hearings for all other case:.
Section 5:
Composition of the Judicial Council
A. The Judicial Council shall be composed of T~elve (12)
Justices and two (2) Alternole Justices appointed on
staggered presidential terms.
B. Justice terms shall be two years in length.
C. Six (6) Justices and one (1) Alternate Justice shall be
appointed each year. If a vacancy occurs, the president
may appoint a replacement for the remainder
of the term.
. D. AChief Justice shall be appointed yearly from within the
. Council by the president, the term of office shall be
concurrent with tho! of the president who made the
appointment.
L Other officers that the Council deem necessary shall be
chosen according to Judicial Procedures.
Sectio·n 6:
Procedures of the Council
A. Quorum for oJudicial Hearing or official meeting of the .
Judicial Council shall consist of a minimum of four Justices
and the Chief Justice for a student hearing. Quorum for
Stuilent Government hearings shaH be set al fi_fty percent
(50%) ~us one (1) of the current membership.
B. In the absence of the Chief Justice, an interim Chief
Justice shall be designated according lo Judicial
Procedures.
·
C. The Judicial Procedures shalt provide for the removal of
members of thti Couridl from office for absences.
Article V: Amending Process
. Section 1:

· Proposal of Amendments -

A. An amendment to this Constitution may be proposed by:
1. Avote of two-thirds (2/3) of the Senole, or
2. Awritten petttion, presented to the Chief Election
Commissioner, bearing the signatures of a minimum
of ten percent (10%) of the Stude~t Body enrolled
in the Fall term of the year. B. The proposed amendment shall be published in the major
student publication and otherwise made available to the
Student Body for two (2) consecutive weeks prior to the
vote by the Student Body. The vole on the proposed
Constitutional Amendment(s) shall be held during the next
regular Student Government election.
Section 2:
Ratification
The proposed amendment shall become part of the Constitution
upon:
A. Ratification by a majority of the votes cast in an election
open to the Student Body, and
·
B. The Chief Student Affairs Officer shall have thirty calendar
days from the date the results are posted to sign or veto
the constitutional amendment. If no action is taken in
thirty days, the amendment shall be considered approved.
Be it further enacted;
That all subsections be renumbered

.You can see the constitutional amendments on the SGA web site at www:sga.ud·.edu
0
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Stu~ent mayuse paper ballots for
comm1ss10ners, deputies cap.
be appointed througQ.out the
tion, there presumably would - process.
be a mad rush to appoint
"If we have to go to paper
deputy commissioners of elec- balloting, we're
undertions.
staffed," said de la Torre. "I .
While a deadline last keep telling my fellow senaweek put an end to the · tors to push these deputy
appointment of new election · commissioners through."
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$10.00 Base/Allot

elections

• Pr/Fr
• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Rexible Schedules
• Customer sennce/ Sales

Paper ballots shouldn't be
needed, .said _Tad Simmons,
who created much of the com- .
puter system. It has been
Mon. Sept 30 - ~ed: Oct.·2
completely re-written and
-- '
,. , after a mock-election test, the
Vote online at
online voting procedt,tre
http://polaris.uif.edu ,
, , should prove to work properly, he said.

S6A senate elertions.

14071 862-8186
www.workforsrudents.com

University ·of,Central Florida
· Thirty·FQurth ·student Body ~encite
Constitutional·Amendment 34-04
Introduced by: UR Choir Folkowilz •Sponsored By: UR Committee
(DPT Soroka, Senators: Schiller, Bryon, De Lo Torre, Hsu, Bolesteri, and Van

Voorhees) • Contact: Choir Folkowilz
Committee Adion: Passed • Second Reading: August 22, 2002 •
lbird.Reocing: September 5, 2002
Vote: 24 for/ 0against/ 2abstain

Seclion 3:
Senate Session
The Senate session shall begin and end after eoch Fall semester
election.
Section 4:

Appo!Jionmenl and.Election of the
Student Senate
The Senate ~oll be apportioned as established by ~atute. The Senote·shall
be elected by majority vote.

(Restructuring of Executive and Legislative Brandies)

Whereas, there is oneed to redefine the structure of our Student . ·
Government in order to fua1ttote.on environment that repr~ a
true distinction between the Executive and legislative-brunches.
Whereas, under the rurrent sysfem, the Executive branch often over
steps its authority and becomes imposing upon the Legislature.

Therefore be tt amended by the 34th SIUdent Senate that the Constitution of
the Student Body of.the Unimity of Central f1orido be amended to read as
folows:
JHE COHSJriunoN OF JHE STUDENT BODY OF
JHE UNIVERSITY OF CENIRAl RDRIDA

We, the Studenls of 1he Urivelsily of Central lbida,.ii onler lhut we rmy
mai1loin the Bene6ts of ConstitutiorQ liiei1y 1111 rmy Creola a
Representalive Amialiln
which the lrdvidld Student Clll
l'm1icipote ALlively in this univriy ond which Promotes CooperatDi mnoog
the Studeiit Body, Foadty 1111 Adninistrotion, Do hereby Ordcin ond
Estobmh this COOstitution of the Student Body of the University of Cen1rol

ltm¥i

~orido.

Article I: The Student Body
Seclion 1:
Nome
The name of this organization shall be the Student Body of the University of
Central Florido. The governmental agency of this organization shall be the
University of Central Florido Student Government, hereinafter referred to as
Student Government.

Section 5:
Powers, Duties and Llllitotions
The Student Senate shall:
A. Enact, by majority vote, constitutionol bYlows to be known 115
-Student Body Statutes. with the exception of bylaws concerring
elediOns, which shal require a1wo-thinls (2/3) ·vote of the Senate.
B. Propose and act on Constitutional Amendments.
. C. Provide for the rompilation and publimtion of legislation.
0. Advise and consent, by a two-thirds (2/3) vote, appointments
mOOe by the StOOent Body President.
E. ln'8Qch Sludent Body offian, bolh elected ond ~, .
acconmig to procedures descriled ii Stotute.
EApprove 1111 climte the fistD budget of StOOent .
Govenlnent, as provided by skJlut8.
G:Alomte al student hnls, as provided by slatule.
H. fslmmh its OMI meeq lines, rules 1111.prucakns.
I. fslmmh means tlruuiJi Rh .lhe .Sblent Body 1111 odively
~ii the fomUolioo of palcias olfeci19 h sludenls of
die Uriversily rl Centrm fbido. ·
J. Override aveto by 1he Sludent Body.Presilin by alwO-iri (2/3)
vote of the Senate.
K. Override arveto by the chief Student Affiirs officer by fwo.tlids
(2/3) vote and refer the legisbtion to the President Of the · ~
University for u~mote review.
LEnact, by a majority vote, special acts requiring action by
indiyiduok or groups responsible to Student Government.
M. Issue subpoenas by omojority vote of the Senate or by mojority
vote of aSenate committee.
N.Assemble in open meetings at frequent intervak for the
,deliberation of legislation and the business of the Stude.it Body.

excepti~ of oppointmenls mode to vacant elected offices and
.. Justices appointed lo the Judicial Council:
J. Gro~t, withhold or withdraw registration of any organization
under
-the jurisdiction of the Student Body.

Section 4:
Duties of the Vice President
A. ~ Student Body Vice President shall assume the powers ond
duties of the Student Body President upon the President's his or
her request or removot
.
B. The Student Body Vice President shall be able to break otie vote
of the Senate.
The Student Body Vke-President shall assist the Student Body
President. as the Student Body President deems necessorv.

·Order of Sucmssion
A. In the event that the Student-Body President resigns or is unohle to
perfonn the~ ond duties of office, the Sludenf.Body Yim
President shal become the amne the role of Student Body •

Section 5:

President.
B. If the SIOOent Body President resQis or is removed from office

then
.
the Student Body V'o-President shal become the SUleirt Body

President..
C. In the eventwlwe rhe Student-Body V'a President becumes 1ha
Student Body President he or she shal be !Mn h power _, caioit
with confimDtion of the Senate. a new Student-Body V'a

President.
0. In the event that the Studenf.Body V'im President is unohle io"°
fulfil the duties of office the Student-Body President. the Speaker
of the Senate Senate President Pro Tempore shaH become the ·
Student·Bodv President.
Section 6:

• Addrtional Elected Executive Branch Officers

There shaH be an elected V'ice President for the Executive Branch who shall
be responsiile for the Executive Branch functions os determined by the
Student Body President. -This V'Ke President shall in no way serve ii the
copaQty of the stonding yice President who presides over the Student Seno!e·

Article Ill: The Executive
Article IV: The Jucticiary

Seclion 2:
Jurisd"Klion
All students by virtue of their regislmlion in the University of Central Florida
shall be members.of the Student Body and shall be subject to this
Constitution.
. Frunchise
All students enrolled al Ille University of Central Florido shall be entitled to
vote in the special and general elections of the Student Body.

Section 3:

~on 4:

·

Referendum Elections

The Student Body has the right to coll for oreferendum election, provided
that a petition signed by ot least ten percent (I 0%) of the Student Body is
submitted as specified by statute.
Seclion 5;
Definitions
·Tue rurrent edition of Block's Low Dictionary,.unles5 otherwise stated in the
fonsliMion, Stotutes of the Student Body or Senate Rules and Procedures,
shall be used in understanding the tenns contained within the Student
Government~, Statutes and Senate Rules and Procedures.

Artide II: The legislature
Seclion 1:
legislative Authority
The legislative authority of the Student Body shall be vested in the Student
Senate, hereinafter.referred to os the Senate.
Seclion 2:
Composition
The Senate shall be composed of,
A. Anumber of studenls who shall be known os Senators.
B. ASenate President who shall be the Student Body
V"ice Pr~dent. ASoeaker of the Senate elected from the
Senate lo serve as imoortial chairman ond leoder of the
Senate.
C. ASenate Speak~ ProTempore elected from the Senate.
D. Anumber of officers elected or appointed 115 stated in the
Senate Rules and Procedures.

Section I:
Executive Aulhority
All executive powers and those powers not specificolly JOnted herein to
other brunches of Student Government shall be vested in the Student Body ·
President, assisted by the Student Body V'ice President, and such othef .
odministrotive officers as the President shaH appoint to effectively corr( out
the business of Student Government.

Section 2:
Bection of Executive Officers
The President and \"ice President shall be elected oaording to statute, by o
majority vote of the Student Body, and shall serve oone-year term of office
follov.ing each election.
Section 3:
Duties and Powers of the President
The President shall:
A. Administer ond enforce aft !Qws of the Student Body.
B. Appoint adrniilistrotive and execulfve officers, with concurrence
of the Senate.
C. Appoint qiiotified students lo vacant Student Government offices,
.with concurrence of the Senate.
0. Sign.or veto all measures~ by the Senate withil ten (10)
school days of passage from the Senate. No action by the
Student
Body PreSident irften (10) school days shall .constitute approval
of
the measure by the S~ Body President. The chief Student
Affoirs
officer shall have three (3) weeks to veto or sign the ~res in
question.· No action in three weel<s shall constittite approval of the
measure by the chi~f Student Affoirs officer.
E. Coll and preside over meetinifs of the Student Body and student
assemblies when appropriate.
F. Address the Senate at least once eoth ocodemic term and on other
occasions, upon the iilvi!ution of the Senate.
· - G. Initiate budget proceedings for the fiscal year ond provide for the
effective expen0llure of sludent fmds.
H:C.all for oreferencbn of the Student Body Mien appropriate,_subject
to concurrence of atwo-thids (7/3) vote of the Senate.
I. Remove, ot the President's d'isaetion, any aiiPointed officer, with the

Section I:
Judicial Power
The jud°Kial power of the Student Body shaU be vested in a JuctKial Council
ond such other judicial boards as the Senate may from lime ta time deem
appropriote to estobtish._

•

•
6. Report, oroBy and in writing, to the accused, the
recommendation of the Judiciol '°uncil.
7. Be responsible for odministerin!i the "Oath of Office" to oll
Student Body officers.
8. Inform the Senate of the condition of the judiciary and
recommend measures for the improvement of the
' adninistration of Justices.
9. Report lo the Senate such defects in the laws as may have
been brought to the ottention of the (ouna1 and suggest
such amendments or additional legislation, which is
deemed necessary..
B. The Judicial Couna1 shall establish its own meeting times, rules
and
procedures. All rules and ~ures of the couna1 ore subject to
. approval by the Chief Student Affairs Officer.
C. The Council shall.coliduct dosed hearings on matters amm&lg
individual violations of University regulations, M1ich rmy re4iuie
msopmy recommenoolions. The Could may conduct open

hemings for al other coses.
Section 5:
~of the JumD CllllD
A. The JtdcD _Coooci shal be mqiosed "Twelve (12) Juslices 1111
two (2) Allemde Juslia!s ~Oil stoggeied prafnD leml.
. B. Juslice terms shol be two yecrs ii iei¥h.
C. Six (6) Juslitas cnl one (I) Altamote Juslice shol be «Plied
each )'IOt Ka'lllCll1CY omrs, the prasidenl rmy oppaill a

•

repbement for ·the renmler of the term.
D. AChief Juslice shcil be~ yemly from Ylilhin the Catm
by the pcesident, the term of office shal be COllCIJrrenl with that . _
of . . .
'-··.,
-

the insident who mode the appointment.
E. Other officers that the found deem necessary shall-be chosen
according to JuaKial Procedlll!S.
Section 6:
Procedures ofthe Council
•
A. Quorum for oJudicial Hearing or official meeting of the Judicial
Couna1 shaft consist of a ninimum of four Justices ond the Chief
Justice for a student hearing. Quorilm for Student Government
heariflJS shal be set at fifty percent (50%) ~us one (I ) of the
rurrent membership.
.
8. In the absence of the Chief Jusiice, an interim Chief Juslice shaH

be

.

designated occording.to Jud'Kial Procedures.
C. The Judicial Procedures shall provide for the removal of members ·
of the Council from office for absences.
Article V: Amenctmg Process

Section .2:
Purpose
h is ordained that the Student judiciary protect the righls of the Student Body
by insuring the righls of the individool .11nd throtl!li the interpretation of the
Constitution.
.

Section I:
Praposol of Amendments
. A. An ~ment to this Constitution may be proposed by:
. I. Avote of two-thirds (2/3) of the Senate; or
2. Awritten petition, presented to the Chief
Section 3:
Judicial Authority
ElediOn Commissioner, bearing the signatu~ of 0
minimum of ten percent (10%) of the Student Body
The judkiol authority of the Student Body shall include:
A. The proto.; of student righls.
enrolled in the Fo8 term of the year.
B. JuctKial Review, the power to exomme legislative and exerutive acts.
8. The proposed amendment shall be pubtished in the major stOOent
ActS brought to the Dttention ofthe council may be declared to be
publiartion and otherwise lllllle avm1able to the Student Body for
unconstitutional by majority concurrence.
two (2) consecutive weeks prior to the vote by the Stuilelit Body.
The vote on the proposed Constitutionol Arnendment(s) shaD be C. The hearing of cases involving student d'isputes or violation of
University regulations, the Constitution of ihe Student Body of the . ·
held during the next regular Student Govenment election.
Universitv of Central Aorida, Student Body Statutes and acts.
0. The provision of appellate prilcedures, as defined by statute. Section 2:
Rotificotion
.The proposed amen!fment shaU become part of the Constitution upon:
Section 4:
Administration: Practice ond Procedure
A. Ratification by omojority of the votes cost in on election open to
the Student Body, and A. The Chief Justice of the Judicial Council shall serve os the chief
administrative officer of the judiciary and shall be vested with,
Ii.The Chief ~ Affoirs Officer shall have tliirty calendar doys from
ond
the date the results are posted to sig!I or veto the constitutional
shall exercise in occonloilce with rules adopted by the court the
amendment. If no action is tuken in thirty days, the amendment
authority lo:
shall be considered approved.
l. ASsign·duties OIJlOllQ the Justices of the Counal 2, Supervise the administration of the Couna1 and certain
Be It further amended that the words Student-Body be added before each
·reference of President and Vice President.
judicial boards, OS estabtished by judicial poticy.
3. Conduct and preside over Council proceedings.
- 4. Rule on procedural questions that arise during the course
of
Be It further enacted that this ~mendment after ratification be established
the jud'Kial proceedings.
Mayeth2003
·
5. Rule on the perli1ence of evidence presented before the
Council, as established in The Golden Rule: AHandbook for
_. Students.

t -

You can see _the _constit~tional amendments on the SGA web si'e at ww.w.sga.ucf.ed.u·
r
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National Briefs
in the plot but was.repeatedly
rebuffed in his attempts to
secure a U.S. visa, officials
THE EVERGLADES, Fla. b.ave said. Hfa name has also
-_An overheard comment in-a ·
surfaced in investigations of
Georgia coffee shop sparked a several other terrorist attacks,
massive
law-enforcement · including the 2000 bombing of
response in southern Florlda the USS Cole in '{einen and a
on Friday, shutting -doWn. a bombing earlier this year on a
major highway for most of the synagogue in Tunisia.
da.y while authorities questioned three men and searched
Asmall town hosts the
their cars for explo·sives.
By days end, no munitions mourners of Flight 93
.were found, the men were
SHANKSVILLE, Pa. - On .
released and a jittery nation a day bright with promise, the
eased after the latest in a families, friends and admirers
series of suspected terrorist of the heroes of U:Qited Airlines
sightirigs proved to be false Flight 93 gathe~ed at the field
alarms.
where the plane crashed to
From tense first moments . remember the passengers and
to anti-climactic finale, the crewmembers.
Florida episode played out' all
Some aboard the flight day on cable news channels.· . following passenger Todd
. The incidents diverted air- Beamer's battle cry of "Let's
borne passenger jets, emptied roll!" - apparently attacked
airport terminals and left . the four hijackers and forced
Arab-AI;nericans ·fuming about the pl~e down as it ·headed
overreactions by both police to~ard Washington.
and concerned citizens.
·
All aboard were killed.
The Florida ca.se was Recent reports from aides to
sparked Thtirsday by -a nurse Osama bin Laden say the
who told police she heard the hijacked plane, which had left
three men at a Calhoun, Ga., Newark, N.J., bound for San
coffee shop vowing to "make Francisco, was targeting the
America ·cry," and provided Capitol.
On Wednesday morning,
descriptions and license plate
numbers._- Following an· alert overcast weather led to smallfrom Georgia authorities, the er-than-anticipated crowds as
nien were stopped late several thousand people joined
_ Thursday night .a few miles with 540 family members at the
east of Naples on Interstate crash site .to honor the dead
Highway 75, _a remote section and hear from speakers.
_ of highway known as Alligator
"During this periOd people
Alley.
could_make a pledge to do .a
- AC du.sk,- the men .were .gobd' deed that ..will ..help
released and drove east along . mankind in some smaU way the Everglades highway even if it's a-hug, kiss, smile or
toward Miami.
wave -'-- a prayer or just a
Unamused police officials silent thought of those they·
said the men could still be love," said Murial Borza, the
charged in Georgia for con- 11-year-old sister of passenger
cocting a prank that led nurse Deora Bodley.
· Eunice Stone to r-eport them as
terror plotters. "If this -is a One year later, Bin Laden
hoax, they will · be charged," status, location still unclear
said Collier County Sheriff Don
BAGRAM, Afghanistan Hunter.
A _year after President Bush
The men denied they had said he wanted Osama bin
said anything. that could be Laden "dead or alive," U.S.
construed as a threat.
officials are not even able to
Officials were accused of establish whether bin Laden is,
recklessness and abusing the in fact, dead or alive:
·
civil liberties of citizens by the
Afghan officials· say he is
Illinois relatives of one of the certainly alive and most probaArab-American students held bly in Pakistan. Pakistam offiin F1Qrida:
cials say he is probably dead,
but_ that if he is alive, he is in
Afghanistan.
.
Key Sept. 11 suspect
Not a word has been .
captured, in US custody
heard from him since.
WASHINGTON - Ramzi
It remains plausible that
Binalshibh, who allegedly
bin Laden died at Tora Bora.
helped plan and coordinate the
DNA tests conducted on the
Sept. 11 terror attacks on New ,
remains of dead al-Qaida fightYork. and' Washington, has
ers found in the vicinity turned
been captured and is in U.S.
up no evidence that bin Laden
custody after surviving a fierce
was among them
firefight in Karachi with
· On Sunday, an Arab televi..:
Pakistani police.
sion .reporter said he ·was
The arrest marks ·the end
blindfolded and taken to a ·
of an iJ;itense, yearlong mansecret location in Pakistan in
hunt for a _suspect believed to
June to meet al-Qaida terrorbe ~me of . the few living con- ·
ism plotters Khalid Sheik
spirafors in the Sept.· 11 plot.
Ramzi
Mohammed
and
Binalshibh was _arrested
Binalshibh.
by Pakistani police on
In the absence of proof
Wednesday along with as
that bin.Laden is dead; howevmany as 10 .other suspects
er, U.S. forces ·are "acting on
after- a three-hour gun-and:the assumption that he may be
grenade battle that killed fylo
alive,'~ said King, the U.S.
gunmen. He is being transcolonel The majority of the alferred to -a U.S . .airbase in Qaida fighters who battled at ·
Afghanistan: sources said.
Tora Bora managed to flee,
Charged in Germany with
m~st into Pakistan and many
more than 3,000 counts of murback to their home countries.
der ·tor his alleged complicity
in the attacks, ~inalshibh had
hoped to be the 20th hijacker
--OJMPILED'FROM WIRE REPORTS

Comment prompts major
law-enforcement response
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OUR STANCE: --

Senate revote misrepresents.
students' desires~ needs
GA'.s recent decision to allocate $20,000
· to fund activist Micl!ael Moore's appearance at UCF in October was significant ·
- perhaps one of'the most notably
large allocations for a singie speaker ever
approved by the university's student senate.
Apparently the decision was so significant, it
warratlted a second vote the same evening. ·
The move for a second vote wasn't
because ballots were miscounted or voting
machines weren't working - the revote
occurred simply because several senators
. pushed for a second vote once students left
- the room.
Perhaps it was to avoid any scrutiny or .
disapproval from .several students who attended the senate meeting to voi9e_their support
for the bill. Maybe it was because some senators joined the meeting late and were not
present to cast their vote the first time
around.
- Whatever the reason may have been, revotes in public meetings not only violate the
state's public open meetings laws, but more
importantly violate the trust of students who
count on and elect officials into senate positions to represent their wants and needs.
The senators' move for a revote not only
deceived students 'Yho left the meeting feeling
confident that their desires were considered
and that a final decision was made in their
presence, but it also allowed an unfair revote.
by allowin·g more senators, who-joined the
meeting late, to cast a vote which could have
reversed the_decision entirely.
·

S

.

What would happen·if the United States
Senate voted a second time on a bill because
they felt pressured to vote one way or another? A public outcry wo~d inevitably follow.
As a university senator, studenf senators
automatically accept all the responsibilities of
a public official; which includes making decisions under pressure and under the eye of
public scrutiny.
If it is indeed common practice for the
student senate to vote twice on student issues
- once when students are present and then
again after students leave - then there is
something seriously wrong with the way the
student senate conducts itself. By voting one
way when students are present and another
after they leave, senators deceive the very
people they are supposed to represent.
Had the second vote gone the other way
and the student senate had denied the bill,
every student who had taken the time to let
their senators know how strongiy they support
the measure and had left the ip.eeting with
faith·in representative democracy, would have
felt lied to and would undoubtedly lose com. plete faith in their representatives and refuse
to re-eled them.
By inviting students to attend its meetings
and then voting another way once students
leave, the student senate simply pays lip service to the idea of representative democracy.
Perhaps election ·mistakes run deeper than
state goverllm.ent. Maybe Florida's student
governments are where election blunders are
born.

•

•

OUR STANCE: ·

Election difficulties are
time-honored tradition in Florida
.

.

P

eople everywhere are wondering if
with elections in the past, there is no such
thing as being too prepared. The best way·to
there is a way to fix Florida. In a state
·
that has seen everything from forged
do that is fo run mock elections .:..__ a preabsentee ballots, to voting boxes
Election Day test run, if you will - to ensure
stashed in dumpsters, to dangiing chads on
that voting officials can operate equipment corvoting ballots, election difficulties seem to be a
rectly, open voting precincts on time and are
time-honored tradition in Florida.
equipped with the correct instructions for voters.
Thjs year, after the state vowed to solye
those election problems and spent $35 million
, In addition to training poll workers, the
state. should offer to compensate poll officials
in: state tax payer money to overhaul the
state's deficient voting system, last week's
for their tiine. Currently, the state relies on voldemocratic primary was still plagued by balunteers to run the polls across the state. If the
lots that were miscounted, mis-torn or misstate paid poll worker in the same way they -marked and.by polling precincts that opened
compensate jurors, than poll workers would
late, closed early or did not open at all.
.
have an incentive to show up on time, to learn
. Florida proved to the rest of nation thafall how to operate equipment correctly, to take the
the money and restructuring in the world won't elections proces_s a little more seriously.
·
save this· state from a reputation that will preFlorida now has less ·than two months to
cede it.for a very longt~e- -that Floridians·
correct voting problems that Jt wasn't able ta
will never get the hang of how to conduct a fair .correct in two years. As m~ch as Gov. Bu.sh
. election; just like Texans will never embrace .
would like to deflect criticism for fast week's
the notion of gun control.
election mistakes, he, as the state's top el_ected .
While some voters are calling for Internet
official, must bear the ultimate responsibility.
votjng and others are demanding high-tech votBush must do everything in his power to
ing machines as a solution to the state's on- ·
guarantee that the Nov. 5 election goes off withgoing voting tribulations', perhaps the best
. out a hitch - bec!luse even though Florida is ·
answer, short of.canning the state from any
working hard to correct election problems, votelections in the future, is to simply practice
ers and the rest of the nation shouldn't and
and prepare until the state gets it perfect.
won't settle for a state whqse elections-process
For a state that has had so many debacles
isn't accurate, only a best effort ..

'·'Men for the-sake of getting a living forget to ·live."·
--MARGARH FULLER

Because it's time to move on
I read the paper every' morning at my
business in the Student Union. I speak with
friends on Greek Council, student government. and I speak with the UCF police department daily. I am tired of reading about them
in the letters to the editor section.
As a former lnterfraternity Council
President. Fraternity President. and SGA
Cabinet member, all of this is old news. I'm
not saying the police are right or wrong. I'm
not saying Marco was rigllt or wrong, I'm
telling us all to get Qn with our lives. Anumber of people have written saying their diploma is cheapened by these events. That is the
most ridiculous thing I have ever heard. If
you honestly are of this belief, go to Arizona
State, where their SGA president was involved

'

.

in porn videos with numerous fraternity
houses last month.
ThoCi°gh we do, hold our leaders to .a
higher standard, iet us not forget we are all
college students, and the·entire experience is
a learning process. I'm sure if there was a lesson to be learned, Marco ani:l the UCF police
department have learned it. If noCl'm s1:1re it
doesn't need to be rehashed in our school's
paper. As for the rest of us. lets move on with ·
our lives. As we all know from the past week,
life can be too short. let us spend it worrying
about our friends and family, not Marco and
the police.

. ll

..:..KEVAN STONE
UCFStudtnt
c.

tl;..Knighted We Stand a success
As co-chair of the Li-Knighted We
Stand candle· light vigil I would like to start
by thanking everyone who was at the event.
'· We could not have done..,.it without you. I
would also like to apologiz_e to anyone who
was offended by Rev. Davis' speech.
When we met with-him, and he told us
what he would be speaking about. we
reminded him that he could not talk about
or preach religion. Please do not hold the
fact that he disregarded everything we told
him against · us. We wanted to make the
event a memorial. not a religious ceremony.
Second, I would like to defend another issue. It was stated in the The future's
Sept. 12 "We Remember" issue that the
event wasn't diverse because there were no

female speakers. 1·would like to -point out
that we went to different Qrganizations and
asked for a speaker.
·
The fact that ~hey sent a man .andltot
a woman is not our fault. It is also not our .
fault that Alpha Epsilon 'Pi Fraternity . .:. . the
presenters of the vigil - is a male organization, that the SGA president is a mal_e and ·
that the .president of the university is a
· male.
·
We apologi?e that there were no
female speakers, but there were none given
to u.s. Again. I would like to than!< everyone
. who came_out and supported this event.
-;-MATTHEW FEINMAN
Alpha Epsilon Pi 9-11 Co-Chair
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ItJs not a goo_
d thing to be Martha
could understand why so
many cynical
The problem of what to do
people
with Martha Stewart is l;>eginassume she
ning to assume grotesque proviolated
portions, somewhere between
them.
an incompete1:ltly staged meloThe
drama and one of those scenes
screaming
in a Jerry Springer show where·. · irony is
families behave like baboons.
that for all
If Martha had been roasting the money.
on spit since she unwisely
she saved
duJnped 4,000 shares of
by dumping her ImClone
shares in advance of the sudImClone Systems last
. De.~ember, she couidn't have ·
den collapse in their value, she
endured a more cruel and · ' ·
cou.)Jl have afforded to hire
un~suai: punishhient .
more lawyers· than God to tell
.
And-all thafior a crime like ~ M£'it looked· sinelly. ·
insider trading that is ultimate~:~ . Meanwhile, there is a growly provable only by getting
ing market for Ma:r;tha disparinside her head to discover
agements. These include
what it was that provoked her
Internet-traded T-shirts tliat
.to make a stock trade involving read "Insider trading: That's
a drug called Erbitux that may
not a good thiµg."
or may not·cure colorectal can- ·
More impartantly, there's a
cer,
rumQr rampant on Wall Street
.I f only Martha hadn't been
that Martha wants to get out of
being Martha Stewart. This ·
evetybody's idea of a smug '
per_fectionist trading on the
takes the form of reports that ·
name of a former husband with ·she will retire as chief execua typically white Anglo-Saxon
tive and chail"man Qf the board.
Protestant name, lording it
If Martha is a sinking ship,
ove_r her WASPy Connecticut
what shrewder strategy than to
neighbors who may have been
pretend she's no longer in command?
·
just as Polish as she is.
J confess to utter disgust
There are problems with
that Martha, a former prof~s
this sort of thinking. Obviously,
sional stock broker herself,
even as she has become an
didn't better appreciate the
increasing liability to. Martha
insider trading laws so she
Stewart Living Omnimedia, she
ROBERT RENO
NEWSDAY
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f Martha is a sinking

ship, what shrewder
str~tegy than to
pretend she's no
longer in command?

-

.·l !JJ~
~

also remains a very real
humari being.
Separating her from her
brand nai:p.e coi:J.ld require a
crowbar, maybe even a team of
mules.
Martha's main problem is
that she has assumed such a
thoroughly defensive position. _
Nasty people will logically
assume she has sometliing to
hide.
She even c~nceled appe~r
ances on CBS' "Early Show," a
lightweight format of fluff and
prattle where her skilled handlers might have babbled on
endlessly about her innocence
in between the cabbage recipes
and schemes to stencil her ceilings in bright orange Amish
patterns.
principal retail outlet, Kmart,
Martha has yet to agree to
is in bankruptcy, her legal
appear before congressional
expenses are mounting and the
committees, whose members
price of a share Of Martha
are drooling incontinently to be Stewart Living Omnimedia is
the first to ask her a searching suffering.
question or, that failing, be
The battering she and her
able to brag that they've been
company are taking would
on TV with Martha Stewart.
daunt the most skillful manThis tries fhe patience of
agers even without the carcass
Congress, which knows that
· of Kmart to deal with.
the first hearings at which
Her Merrill Lynch stockbroMartha appears will hav-e ratker, Peter BacanoVic, is under
ings. approaching the stratp- ·
suspension, as is his assistant,
sphere. Pressure for her to
Douglas Faneuil. Both are cruappear can only intensify as
cial to support for her position
·members of Congress lust to be that her ImClone trades were.
associat-ed with her star power. ~ innocent acts prompted by
Martha's miseries are mulnothing more sinister than a
tiplied by the fact that her
longstanding "sell '~ order.

:·

,,

-

The ~nly piece of recent
good news for .Martha is that
her shares leaped for a time
last week when newspapers
reported she might step down · as CEO.
.·
But that was precisely the
sort of good news Martha can
do without; since it implies that
she has become a drag the
company would be better off
without. ·
Obviously, Martha has made .
a judgment-that the less she
says; the better. But for
woman so used to giving advice.
and yakking her head off about
appearances.and how they
matter so desperately, she is, _
for once, unconvincing.
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Cracks·that cross .·
theproverbial line
LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

It happened _just yesterday. A friend of
mine was joking about his own stupidity and
proceeded to physically pretend he was
mentally retarded. Watching him turn his
head sideways and exaggerate the motion of
biting his ear made my blood run cold.
Suddenly, th~ joke wasn't funny anymore.
·You see, my dad has a motion disorder.
He can't help the fact that h_is head is constantly turning to the side and the biting ear
motion is all too familiar· to me.
My friend didn't know that, of course.
- And in this day and age, jokes about an
impairment, nationality, race or religion are
told so frequently that they are _considered
·acceptable to say aloud, as long as no one
who would likely be offended is in earshot.
This brand of cruel, ethnocentric humor
is becomi.Ilg more and more tolerated in
American culture.
Last week I witnessed a drunken businessman ·doing an obnmgously inappropriate impression of a Muslim person in .the
middle of a restaurant, complete with the
stereotypical Habib accent, while a table full
of friends laughed loudly and egged him on.
I'm sure the man would have thought ,
twice about doing the impression if anyone
within listening distance had appeared to be
Muslim. But how egotistical of the man to
assume thatjust because his audience
'
appeared to be white, they wouldn't be
offended by the cruelty in·· his jokes . .
Modern American entertainment is
notoriously insensitive in its attempt to be
comical. More·often than not, we blindly
accept the ster~otypes depicted in movies as
funny and incorporate them into our culture
without realizing that they are not accurate
depictions of real life.
For example, imagine that you_are one

of the 100,000 Americans who .suffers daily
from Tourette Syndrome, an inherited neu- .
relogical disorder that causes its victims to
have uncontrollable body movements and
blurt out inappropriate word and phrases. ·
Now think about the lrorrific portrayal
of the potty-mouthed twitcher in the movie
"Deuce Bigalow,'~ ~ho made America believe
that Tourette Syndrome is a made-up,
laughable disorder that only crazy people
believe in.
,Entertainment media blatantly make
fun of physical factors that people have no
~ontrol over, such as race or physical
impairments. Although we may see these
things on screen, it's important th~t we distinguish reality from embellishment and
stay sensitive to.the feelings of the people
·
around us.
It all comes down· to being socially
aware - aware that no matter what people
look like, you can never know what will
offend them.
Consider that the next ·time you tell a
fat joke to the buff hottie in your physics
class. For all you know, he or she may have
grown up being labeled the fat kid in school
who was constantly teased about his weight
by classmates. ·
Regardless of ·who may be listeni~g,
. such jokes should never be thought up in the
first place. The belief that a particular
group is superior and another group is inferior is the sickening thought process that
has set tlie stage for wars, terror and
destruction for thousands of years.
And who decided these jokes are funny,
a:o.yway? They're just a distasteful excuse to
cover up one's own insecurities by making·
others lo/ok bad.
The people who choose to snicker at
these jokes are no better than the individuals telling them. Our society will never
change if we keep laughing.

Free speech: Still flourishing
Free speech is never at its most popular in times of war and national emergency,
and you might expect that it would inspire
less devotion among the American people
after Sept. t1 than before. A new-poll by the
First Amendment Center, based in
Arlington, Va., finds that respect for First ·
Amendment rights has indeed declined.
"Many Americans view these fundamental
freedoms as possible obstacles in the war
on terrorism," laments ,executive director
·
Ken.Paulson.
No one puts greater value on the ·rig~t
._ to express opinions than those of us who ·
.- comment on impo.r tant events in the news
media. But the-full ston of free_speech·in
. the. past year i~ more encouraging than dis·
mal.
The Ffrst Anlendnient Center notes
with dismay that ·49 percent of Americans
say the First Amendment protects too much
·
freedom - up from 39 percent in 2001.
Forty-two· percent think the press has too
much freedom.
At the same time, there are plenty of
~ reassuring numbers.
·
No less than 94 percent of those polled
agree that people should be free to express
unpopular opinions - and two out of every
three Americans say they "strongly support" that right. Thr~e out of four think the
right to speak one's mind is "essential," and
83 percent feel that way about religious
freedom. Only 46 percent favor a constitu-:
tional amendment to ban desecration of the ·
U.S. flag, which the Supreme Court says is
protected by the Constitution - down from
·
.51 percent three years ago.
Bu~ if many Americans are skeptical of .
0

the need for so much liberty, that would
hardly come as a surprise to the nation's
founders. The reason they included these
basic freedoms in the Bill of Rights was precisely to shield them from the unpredictable
tides of democracy. The urge to silence ·
unwelcome ideas has always been present
even in the most' .enlightened democracies.
What is striking about the state of free
speech in America since Sept. 11 is how
healthy it is. During World War I, hundreds
of aµtiwar activists were arrested merely
for voicing opposition to the· u.s. war effort.
During the McCarthy era, thousands of ·peo-. '
ple witb. left-of-center views were investigated .or stigmatized as possible communists.
But in the past year, desp_ite tlie heightened
fear of terrorists in our mids-t, there has
been nothing comparable.
, The Justice Department has been criticized in some quarters for its detention of
noncitizens on suspicion of terrorist activity
and the like. But it has not tried to suppress peaceful political dissent, no matter
how vociferous.
.
And there is no re_ason to think it will.
Whatever aversion Americans feel about
dissent during a .time of crisis; they generally accept it as part of our system. "This is
a country that learned its lessons," says
Richard Epstein, who teaches constitutional ·
law at the University of Chicago.
·
Americans may not be universally
the liberties that
enthusiastic about
flourish in our cacophonous democracy. But'
anyone w~iting for a wave of political
repression Win be waiting a long time.
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Not aPPV Willi vour cune111 POSilion?
Get.readl tor vour next iob search wilh
I

• More than 1000 leading compani~s
• Access thou.sands of job listings
throughout the internet
_
• Navigate all federal, state and local
government websites
• Network with professional
organizations
• Learn how·to obtain professional
licenses & -c ertifications
• 100 job search engines to search
and post resumes

flay-level Mid-ProlessionaL
Up To HIUll/Pl'O Execudve Posidolls
Attorneys • Management • Administration
Accbuntants • Finance • Sales • Teachers
Computer Programmers • ._ IT Pros
Networkers • Maintenance .• Mechanics

Dis·is Y• One-SIOP career ShoPI
I will guarantee your satisfaction!

There are:
1 . Mor~ than a thousand companies who
are looking for people like yourself.
2. Almost every City, ~ounty, Local
& State Agency .
3. Almost every Federal Agency.
4. Well over a hundred ·Job Search Engines. _5. Websites to help you throughout your life.

Product Information:
Option "A" B.ook versio~ only $25
Option "B" Book version & CD-ROM $30 .
Ordering Information:
Please fill In your info below & mail with check or.money order.

YourName: ~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~
YourAddress: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Larry S. Wagner cucF •oo, B.S.B.A.)
P.O. Box 721484, Orlando, FL 32872-1484
Allow 4-6 weeks for shipping.
Call for information: 407-797-167 4
or e-mail any questions to: Lwagner900@aol.com
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Off-week gives Knights Knights.
win the
a chance to h-e-al
classic
CRAIG BROOKS
. STAFF WRITER

.. The Golden Knights defeated ·
Ole Miss to become the IJCF Classic
. champions. After losing the first
game of the match, UCF c_ame back
to win three games in a row.
The Rebels took second place in
the Classic. The game scores were .
22-30,30-24,30-19,30-19.
· Junior Leyre Santaella Sante
was named the MVP of the tournament.
"I'm really happy that I won tp.e
MVP, but I think Jenny [Frank] ·
played better in the three matches,"
said Sante.
· Freshman.Emily Watts and junior Jenny Frank joined Sante on the
all-tournament team.

UCF falls to Montana

'

The UCF volleyball squad lost to
Montana on Friday in the first game
of the UCF Classic. Each g~me was
close. The first game went point for
point until Montana won on of a
service ace (30-28) ,
The second game looked like a
blowout for Montana until UCF
· made a comeback, but !.t was too

JOE l<ALEITA I CFF

'

Quarterback Ryan Schneider, who left the Arizona State game with bruised ribs, began practicing again Thursday: He is expected to play Friday against Marshall.

MAfi FOOTBALL

SC REBOARD

PLEASE SEE

Marshall (17)
Va. Tech (9)
N. Illinois
Wisconsin
Indiana State
Ball State
Cal Poly
Kent State
Western Michigan
PJJrdue
·
Toledo
Minnesota
Ohio
Florida (13)

Miller joins list of
spider-bite victims
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER .

Maybe UCF should change its name
to the Spidermen. ·With· the number. of
players that have fallen victim to spider
bites in the past few weeks, it would be
fitting.
Those spiders, suspected to be hid~
· ing somewhere within the UCF locker
room~ were one of many problems the
Golden Knights attempted to rectify in the
off week between the Arizona State debacle and this Friday's big MAC match-up
against Marshall.
UCF had one big focus lor the off. week: get . he.althy; both mentally _a nd

Missouri .
Bowling 6reen .
· Central Michigan
Akron
SE Missouri State
Eastern Michigan
UCONN .
Buffalo
Miami (OH)
LSU (22)

Frank oN A-15

·11
47
21
24
21
23
24
37
24
28
21
31

•

..

6

34
28
51
24
17
32
35
29

3

7
33

physically.
From.
·bruised ribs · to
bruised egos, the
Golden Knights. h~d
· players-only meeting to .regroup and
plenty of wounds to ·
regain the team's focus. As the week's
· lick.
final practice concluded Thursday; it
"I think any
seemed that UCF was heading ~ in the
time you lose a footrigl;lt direction. For the first time·all se~
ball game the way·
.son, not a single practice was interrupted
we lost [to Arizona
by rain.
·
Miller
State], it just kind of
"We· got out there for the third
gets out of control. It
straight day of getting practice in, which
almost takes you ,two or three days to just is a rarity around here,." said McFarland.
put it all in perspective on what hap- "Offensively I think we're starting to
pened," said offensive coordinator Robert learn a little bit 'OD. how to practice again."
.McFarland.
.<;>n Monday; team !eader~ called a
PLEASE SEE Offensive ON A-16 .
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Freshman middle blocker Chaz Arah leads UCF
with 28 blocks.
f
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Frank reaches career plateau·with.2,000 assists

,

Junior outside
hitter Leyre
Santaella
Sante earned
·. MVP honors at
the UCF classic
over.the
weekend.

FROM

;

really
happy that I
.won the MVP,
.but I think
Je.nny [Frank]
.playe_d better
·in the three
·matches,"

late. UCF lost 30-24. In the third
game .UCF made a comeback
without its kill leader Sante,
and wo~ 30-27.
"It is crucial to have confidence in our bench and very
important to know that we have·
depth on the team," said Coach ·
Meg Colado.
. During that third game,
Kristen Dell put lip 8 kills with
no errors while Watts led the
team in kills with 13 and led in
service aces with four.
"I don"t really care . about
leading in kills," said Watts. "I
· care about .the team."
· Dell agreed that the team is
more important. than individual
performances.
"It's great to play as a team
with high intensity," she said.
In the final game of the
match, UCF lost. another close
one, 30-28.

,.
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-LEYRE SANTAELLA SANTE

Junior Outsi

·Golden Knights
handle Buccaneers

Jenny Frank tops
2,000 assists
•

Coming off of a disappoint~ng loss Friday, the Knights eas-

"It' f.0
t
,, F nk ily beat Charleston Southern 3-0
· .
s ~ ~y earn,
ra
· (30-17, 30-20, 30-15).
said .after frndmg out that she ·
San t e t··ie d for . th e 1ead rn
·
had 1ust surpassed the 2,000 kill
·th Am d St t' d k
mark for assists. "It's my job
t s WlD ll h dan a killou JJes Y
a 12 . e a seven
s. enny
· ass1s
· t s wi·th 35 .
an· d makes me fee1 goo d ,,t o know Frank 1e d rn
that FI cankhelp my- team.
Fres hman Ch az Ar a h h a d mne
·
h
ran
now
as 2 ,058
. kill
assists, which places her third
s.
,
"W~ were very c_
op.sistent
in UCF history. Emily Queisser from the beginning. That -is why
. · ·
is the school's all.,time leader we won," said Arah.
with 5,923.
-- -
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PIZZA IS SO
FIVE MINUTES
AGO••.
l

.
.

Are you free on sundae!
Then make a dat:e ·lNit:h your FREE
.i ce.cream _d essert: at: Crisp.e rs.
Just show us your valid student ID card, and _we'll give you a
FREE milk shake or ·s undae with the purchase of a gourmet
salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich. Check out the
rich flavors <;>f Crisper~ m,~n Extremely Premium ice cream...
fre~~ for nothing, Bny day of the week.

.Q

'J

If you have ~current: UCF st:udent: card,
lNe'n·shake youup! .
. Free shake or sundae with main dish purchase and UCF student card qffer good Sept.16 '." Sept.30.:
.Limit one p~r ciistomer per visit; please.
· ·
·

I

Today, it's gourmet salads and
hearty stacked sandwiches at
Crispers. We're the healthy,
delicious quick alternative to fast . .
food ... now in Orlando with ·new:·_. .
locations opening all the time .
All our,gourmet 'salads, tempting
soups, and stacked sandwiches ,
(on al! kinds of special breads) are
· made fresh every single day.

.

.I

I

1

.

And our·desserts are absolutely
outrageous ... Extrernely Premium ice ·
cream, creamy cheesecakes, rich
layer cakes, cookies, and brownies.
Crisp, cool salads are a lot
more fun than soggy co.Id pizza .
Give us a try.
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Offensive line remains banged_up
FROM PAGEA-14

· AB for special teams, coordinator Charles Huft said he'd
stick with young personnel and
resist the temptatio'Il to throw
starters on tlie coverage and
return units. Special teams have .
had several miscues iii the first
two games and there was talk
early in the week of bringing
some more experience to the
. unit. One of the few veterans,
punt returner ABante Samuei,
will retain ·his job despite prob- ·
• lems on several returns against
Arizona State.
Thursday, the No. 17 blue
jersey was seen on the field once
again.
Quarterback
Ryan
·Schneider, knocked out of· the
Arizona State game with bruised
ribs, was involved in non-contact drills and looked better then ·
expected. That's certainly a welcomed sight for the struggling
UCF offense.
"(Schneider) walks in there,
he's an instant ray of ·hope in
that huddle," said McFarland.
"He's feeling a lot better. There's
still a couple little things that
he'd feel a little twinge in his ribs
on, but overall I thought l!.e threw
well."
The offensive line continues
to be weakened by injuries.
Center Mike Mabry's .broken finger didn't keep hini out of practice, though left tackle Brian Huff
and left guard Taylor Robertson
practiced sparingly, with a
. pinched nerve and · sprained ·
knee, respectively. Whether
they'll be av~ilable for Marshall
is still up in the air.
Meanwhile the defense wasn't immune from the injury ·bug
either. Middle linebacker Chad ·
Mascoe broke his right hand
making a tackle Wednesday. The
junior returned to practice
Thursday with his hand in a cast
and h~_avily wrapped. He wore a
red . no-contact jersey, but did
participate-in several drills with
the first team defense and

.MAC STANDINGS

c

1
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Senior forward Amanda King received a yellow card in Friday's game..

No. 15 Blue

Devils snap
UCF's streak
~

CHARVI MAGDAONG
STAFF WRITER

GAlNESVILLE ~ Duke
snapped UCF"s four-game
winning. streak Friday,
defeating
the
Golden
Knights 3-0 in the first
game of the University. of
Florida's
·
Gator
Invitational. Duke is ranked
15th in the nation by Soccer
America.
_
For the first tinie this
season UCF goalkeeper
Jessica Kuhlman allowed a
ball to reach the back of the
net. Duke's Carolyn Riggs
was 'credited . with two
goals, with her first goal
coming when UCF scored

....

.

an own goal.
Fifteen minutes later,
Riggs netted her third goal
of.th.e season on an 18-yard
volley off a _deflection. The .
third goal · for the Blue
Devils came in the 73: 19
mark of th.e game. Lauren
Simel passed the ball to Liz
Wagner, who then crossed
the ball to Gwendolyn
Oxenham. Six yards from
the net, Oxenham put . the ·
ball behind Kuhlman.
The ~enior goalkeeper
ended the day with nine
saves, while the ·Golilen
Knights' offense produced
four shots. Also during the
game,
Amanda
King.
received a yellow card.
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should be able to go against -because he had a bite on his
Marshall.
knee and had it lanced.
And then there were those
' Spider bitten or not, on
spiders. Thou·gh linebacker Sunday UCF will start a new
Chris. Pilinko holds the team week of -practice leading up to
record for spider bites with four, the game at Marshall: That gives _
t~e spiders _l'eem to have a parthe team one more week to heal,
ticular liking for back-up quar:- regain confidence and call
extermlnato~ ·
·
terbacks.
A few weeks ago freshman
"I think that (Arizona State
Brandon Su:miier had elevated is) finally getting.out of oiir syshimself to the second string but tem. It's feeling like football and
fell back when he needed s_ur- it's fun ·again," McFarland said.
gery on an infected spider bite. ."Hopefully we'll come out here ·
He was replaced on the depth prepared Sunday to get a good
chart by Brian Miller; who · 'Yeek in and get ready for
missed Thursday's practice Marshall."
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Over $46K has been a~arded
to past winners fi'om Florida International University, Barry
University, and the University of Central Florida.
Don'.t miss the applic.ation dea~line: .

·~ovember.· 72, 200·2

....

· Visit o~r web s~te today tQ:
:~-. Read compe~iti9n details
· ·. • Dow~load th~- applic«Jtion
• Participate in~-our onlini' infor_
m.ation chat 6r ..
sign up to attend \vorksllops in Miami, F.lorid~-

http://~.fh.i.edu/-nvc ·

·::r, ..

Take ad_vantag~ ~f this
co.mf1etition to ~-ASH IN!
\ -

Howard

J.

Leon_har~~ New Ventur·e Cha.Jle_nge
Bringing Innovation to Market

An International Business ,Plan Competition ji[ oduced by. the
Colle.ge of Business Administration and the College of Engineering at
Florida International Universi~ Miami, Florida.
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Donkey.Punchers win intramural golf scramble

f

corner
•

JU _L IE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

.J .

•

..

Making their bid to 1~epre
sent the USA in the next Ryder
Cup, the Donkey Punchers were
the overall tournament winner
with a score of 59 Friday afternoon- in the 4 Person Golf
·scramble, which was held at
Winter Springs Golf Course. The
Donkey Punch~rs made up for
their bad team nam~ with good
play, as Steve Szucs, Chris
: Chaffin, ·Mike Saylor and Brian
Deese eeked by the competition.
There was a tie for second
place with both Suspended and
Tiger's Wood finishing with a
score of 60. Hackers ~nd Sigma
Chi finished. two shots back with
a score of 61 to round out·the tie
for third. Keith Harris was the
closest to the pin champion, fol- ·
lowed by · Brian Dees, _Dane
Meyer and Ben Elisha. The winner of the longest drive was Ken
Finegar · followed by Chris
Chaffin.
.

Flag football gets off
to a fast start
_The intramural·flag football

.

.,.

...
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season is back in full gear, as
"The
routs
continued opening week victories. Alpha
122 -teams began their quest to Tuesday in the men's recre- Xi Delta !ooks to get bac:k to the
win · the coveted intram-ural ational league as Rice 'N finals in 2002, after winning it
championship. Week one was Crackers ran all over the all two years ago. They will face
highlighted with some high scor- Thrashers-, 52-6. Di-rty South . Kappa Delta in a week .two
ing action on Monday, as This pummeled the Instigators 39-6 showdown of unbeaten teams.
Wednesday's
fraternity
Aint PE took out the Oompa and Knight 'rime grounded Air
Loompas 35-0 and Flabby Arms · Force, . 42-7. Scoring wasn't as games lived up to the hype, as
knocked off Muta Lordus 34-16. prolific in the sorority league, as teams from the gold league Both winning teams look to be Kappa .Delta, Delta Gamma, squared off against teams from
early favorites in the Monday Alpha Xi Delta and Tri-Delta all the black league. Gold league
shut out their opponents for teams, who finished in the top
men's recreational league.

_six of the standings last season,
historically have little trouble
with their. black league counterparts. Apparently nobody told
Delta Upsilon that as they shook
up the Greek standings with a
13-12 upset over Kappa Sigma~
The marquee match up of
the day ·pitted Pi Kappa Pi versus Pi Kappa Alpha. Last year,
Pi Kappa Phi beat the _Pikes in
the final game of the year to
vault them into the gold league.
The Pikes had revenge on ·their
mind, and the fans came out in
·full force. The Pikes got out to
an early lead in the game and
held a 6-0 lead at · halftime. Pi
Kappa Phi struck back first .in
the second half, and held a 7-6
lead into the_ waning moments pf
the· _game. The Pikes' defense
he_ld firm for the rest of ·'the
game, and a late Pike TD gave
them a 12-7 victory. In other
Wednesday action, def ending
champions Sig Ep put the smack
down on Phi Delta Theta, 34-12.
Sigma Chi broke all .kinds of
offensive records in a 64-0 annihilation of TKE.

.

IM Sports Corner
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407-282-4000 • Across_from UCF .
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EKC~Lbelps

students ·excel

(,

ALEXIS GRAHAM
STAFF WRITER

EKCEL is in its first year on campus
and stands for Every Kriight Can Excel fu
Leadership. It is a leadership develop- rnent program designed for ·all students.
EKCEL is ·a comprehensive leadership program that offers UCF students
the opportunity to explore all aspects·of
leadership. EKCEL·meets with students
or groups at their .own level and helps
them work toward goals at their own pace.
EKC~L has three levels: Emerging
Knights; Mentoring Knights, who assist
the Emerging Knights; and Consulting
Knights, who. consult with other groups
and organizations on. a. wide range of
subjects.
Aaron Clevenger, the graduate
assistant for the program, feels that each
student will find a benefit. He said he
hopes that students "feel comfortable in
leadership styles and find a role in the .
1.JCF co:m.Iilunity to be leaders."
·In finding leadership roles, students
will participate in "workshops and leadership workshops, which the Consulting
Knights teach," ~said Clevenger.
The EKCEL program offers students
a wide range of workshops to help with
leadership and cornniunication skills.
Workshop topics include stress, time

( ·
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RESTAURANT REVIEW -

No quiero
Taco Bell
KELLY O'CONNOR .
STAFF WRITER

Although some students find street radng..to be an adrenaline rush, others say it's safer to race at the tracks.

Street.racing a sub culture of its own
'

.

completely ruin it for the rest Of -US," make a car. that will run 10s," said
STAFF WRITER ·
said Chris Lang, a Honda technician Clark. "To get something_like an old .
and electrical engineering student. ~·1 · Mustang up to that speed; you're lookWhile most students live paycheck · hate it when I drive around school and ing at $15,000.to $17,000."
to paycheck, a select few choose to live· see Saturns and Sunfires with wannaThere's also the all-important look .
their lives a quarter-inile at a time . .AA be exhaust systems ·that are just loud. to consider.
old as driving itself, street racing has They think they're hooking up thej.r car
_"They do _ look cooler," said
snowballed into a subculture of its own, when they haven't done anything."
Iverandi. "That whole Japanese or
complete with movies, books and webLang said sornetirri.es it pays ~o European styling tq it, w;hile the
sites.
·
choose to buy an imported car .rather _American cars are all big and bo"Xy ...
."It's a blast," said Travis · Clark. . than a domestic one.
they're just old looking."
·"It's so much of a ·rush it's hard to
"The important thing is the whole
Lang explained that it is hard to
·
describe. "
4-cylinder, small weight/high compres- find street..racing these days.
- sion to prove you don't need a 3-ton car
. Moki Iverandi agrees.
"There's no street scene. anymore.
· "There's nothing like street racing. with 800 horsepower to run 12s,'' said The cops are on to it. There's only peoWhenever I'm behind the wheel the . Lang. "It's a pretty big deal when an ple with nothing done to their cars who
· world just melts away."
all-motor Civic can blow the pants off a think they race, an~ they ruin it for
Some are less than thrilled with Mustang 5.0."
everyone," said Lang.
the ' popularity, claiming it ruins the
It can also be more cost-effective
· Clark agrees. He said it's easier
sport.
to use imports.
and safer to race at the tracks.
''.After 'The Fast and the Furious'
"You can get an old car with a lot of
Clark and Iverandi are members of
came out, everybody started throwing miles on it for next to nothing. Then, the national street-racing club DSM.
more · information . visit
rice wings on their '85 Civics and claim- get an imported motor from Japan, all For
ing to be a street.racer ... Those idiots for under $8,000. For $10,000 you can www.DSM.org.
·LEON TERRY

·Locateg across the street from UCF
in th~ University Shoppes is El Cerro.
El Cerro is an authentic Mexican
·restaurant serving large portions for a
price that could easily.fit into a _college
student's budget.
The atmosphere in El Cerro will·
undoubtedly make you have to fight the
. urge_to break out in dance sa:Isa-style. But before you have the chance to do so,
you will be promptly greeted and seated
by their courteous staff.
· Once seated, you are given fresh
chips and salsa and for an added bQnus, ·
-there are free refills.
The booths and tables are so corn. fortable you won't ever wap.t to leave.
Neon lights give off a certain glow
once you have had too many drinks.
For those _of age, El Cerro offers a wide_
variety of imported beer such as Dos
Equis, Corona, Heineken and Negra
Modelo.
As far as margaritas are co!!_cern~d,
you can order an individual; jumbo or
pitcher for the whole table.
"One rnarga~ita is · enough," said
_Brooke Herron, · a junior communications major:
And for those who are
still not legal, they offer every Coca,Cola product under the sun.
The menu features so many items
PLEASE SEE

Restaurant oN 21

'>

)

,

U-pc-oming ·Events
MONDAY,· SEPTEMBER 16
, .1 pm: Homecoming volunteer meeting, Student Unio.n Garden ·
Key-Sallroom, Rm. 221. All students and clubs welcome.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17

3 pm: Homeq:>mirig 101, Organizational meeting. -Not involve~ in
a club or organization? Want to participate in Homecoming

SATUR·DAY, SEPTE~BER 21
10:30 am.: .1:30 pm VUCF Bingo at Life Care Cente.r. Car pool rn front ,
of Millican Hall at 9:30 am .

. , MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
Homecoming King and Queen applications due in_OSA offke

bys pm

festiyities? Come to the Homecoming organizational meeting,
SU Rm. 221 A. For questions·email

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

UCFHomecomingPR@hotmail.com or call the Office of Student

8 pm Tuesday Knight Live Comedian, Louis Ramey, Wackadoo's, SU

Activities at {407) 823 - 6471.
3:30 pm - 5 pm VUCF Downtown Boys and Girls Club. Car pool
from Millkan Hall at 3 pm ..

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
11 am - 2 pm VUCF Gre.en Ribbon Day, SU South Patio
12 pm - 2 ·pm CAB Caribbean Festival, SU South Patio

WEDNES-OAY, SEPTEMBER 18·
11 am - 3 pm VUCF Interest Table, SU South Patio
12 pm - 2 pm Campus Activitres Board 'Table of Activities,"
Student Union South Patio

12 pm - 2 pm Campus Activities Board ."Table of Activities," TieDye Bring your own shirt, SU South .Patio
7:30 pm "Say it Right, Hear it Right" Communication Workshop by
EKCEL, SU Cape.Florida Ballroom

.,

.t

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 28
/.

8 pm - 12 am CAB Thursday Knight Jive - Open Mic Poetry,

3pm - 1am Freshman Frenzy, SU

Knights Krossing,Phase 3 Clubhouse

lO pm - 2 am Late Knights, SU

EKCEL W~_rkshop - "Say It Right Hear It Right'~
September 25, 7:30 pm, SU Cape Florida Ballroom
Using games and·fun we ~ill go over how to communicate effectively with those around you. Learn how to get Y<?Ur point across in any
situation so that others will hear what you are really saying - and vice versa. You wili leave this session understanding what you are really
s~ying when you speak to others.

Late Knights
-~

Septe'1'bet 28, 1_0 pm - ·2 am, Student Union
Come once

ii month for a night of free fun and entertainment right here in campus: ·Highlights include free food, comedian~, inflatable games,

karaoke, Dj, movies ana more! ·

_The North Star Summit was a·s-u·ccess!
Congradualtions to all

th~ students who were a part of maki~g th ls leadership cro~ference UCF.'s newest tradition. a·~-- nevkr too lat~ to get

involved! Visit our web site to find out rnor~ opportunities for leadership development.

F.or more information on ·any of these activities visit the office of Student Activities, SU Rm. 208, or call 407 .823.6471

'

.... .·

. 41!

.

~ -

Located downtown ,

orlando~s

Iupscale nightclub

17 West Pine Street
Orlando; Florida 32801

www.blueroomorlando.com

[407) 423-2588
· 21 and up welcome

Happy hour "'

"We'tt the downtDtm bar,
n 1rt down the street!''-

'

.

.

4 - 7 p.m.

Join the tapped out club: 101 B~ers on t!le wall!
Try our specialty: 'Dirty Hoes • 21 an<! up after 9 pm

Featured bands of the week:
September 16: Pabst Blue Ribbon Giveaway
, Beat the Quarterback Game • ~onday Night Football · ·.
September 17: Danny & Lion II (reggae)
September 20: Dave (fus~o.n keyboard)• Friction Farrri (classic rock)
September 21: _Johnny Wrath • Fuzzy Warbles • Open -

.

-

"'

,

f .

_,
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Members are diverse
F~OM PAGE

18

at any level, whether you are a beginner or experienced. Everyone can
join. ·u is the easiest organization to .
get involved in. We have four stu~
dents in the program that are over
· 30," s:;tid Kukulies.
- ·While EKCEL is in the beginning
stages, there are plans for expan- .
sion. EKCEL leaders want to incorporme more people, community leaders, nontraditional st:udents and
colnrnunity college students .
Kukulies is proud of the growth
of the program.
"I am proud to be a part of it. I
am proud of the students in their success in bringing together so many .
people," she said:
The program currently has
more than 250 students participat-ing. .
.
Courtney Woodling,.. assistant
. director of the level one Emerging
Knights, is also proud.
"It is an up:-and-comingprogram
that is going to lead many,students to
personal success," she said. "I think
it's important because you build
invaluable leadership skills that have
real world application and it's a
weat opportunity to learn about_

management, presentation skills,
leadership in sports, introduction to
relatiOnships and diversity. The program also offers socials to practice
your newly learned skills.
Audra Nuru, a freshman in
Emerging Knights, has found tbe
program to be beneficial already. She
participated in a time-management
.workshop.
"I learned how to use time-managem~nt skill$ in everyday life. From
, dealing with homework to planning
projects," she said. "It's a great way
to meet people. You are taught skills
that can be used in class."
The importance of leadership
and communications skills is becoming more evident in the professional
• environment. Emily KUkulies, the
assistant director of the program,
feels that this is a benefit to everyone.
"We all use leadership everyday.
The ability to recognize and use leadership is important in business and
personal life," she said.
Kukulies said the · program
workshops can help students in realworld events.
yourself. ~
''When you are in a traffic acciUpcoming events for EKCEL
dent, and you have -to deal with a include. the. "Say It Right, Hear it
rude or angered person, you can use · Right" communication workshop at
what you learned in the workshop on 7:30 p.m. Sept. 25 in the Student
~
how to deal with difficult people," 6he Union's Cape Florida ballroom. It
· said.
will provide information on how to
One fact often stressed is that communicate effectively with those
EKCEL is open to every student on around you.
~ · the campus and therefore, it has a
For more information, the
diverse crowd.
EKCEL office is located in the
"EKCEL offers any student the Student Union, room 208. Or visit
.. chance to be involVed in leadership http://osa.ucf.edu/ekcel.
,

~

KATIE FLATH I CFF

El Cerro is a better_alternative to fast-food Mexican, and won't break a student budget.

Restaurant offers large portions
steak, chicken, shrimp and enchilada dishes.
For vegetarians, El Cerro has many
you will have a tough time sticking to just optionEi as well.
·
one choice. . Also, one portion is large
"I eat here at least five times a week
enough to feed two people.
because the food is good·and the vegetarian
El Cerro's extensive menu ·features selection is a plus," said Gil Barrett, an
lunch specials - all for under $5.50 - such engineering grad stude.nt.
as taco salad, chimichangas, taquitos and
"I plan on starting some happy hour spefajitas. ·
cials to bring in more UCF students," said
"When we come in for lunch the service Joe Salazar, an employee.
is excellent, the servers remember our
If you are looking for a genuinely tasty
faces and our orders," said one satisfied and inexpen~ive Mexican meal, - pass by
customer.
Taco Bell and head straight to El Cerro. It is
For dinner, if you have a more hearty open 11 a.m.-10 p.m. Monday-Thursday, 11
appetite there are combinations including a.m.-10:30 p.m. Friday, 12 p.m.-10 p.m.
items such as tacos, enchiladas, chicken. Saturday and 12 p.m.-9 p.m. Sunday. In the
quesadillas, burritos, tamales and chile rel- erid, the only question left to ask is why
lenos. El Cerro also serves individual haven't you been there already?
FROM PAGE
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Local and Long Distance Telephone $~ice Provider .

IARN UPTO
814.00 Hourlyl
full Time I Part Time -'aid ,training
Part Time 11aurs:
Nights 1-10 PM .•. Mid Bhitt 12-B:3BPM • Night a~ll;BBPM

ND EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

iii'

lull Time Benents:
·· Holidays, Personal Bays
Campany Matching 4B1K
Bilsiness casual attire · Paid Vacation

Right aroun·d ·the
corner rram UCf

·Job line · 401·313·1391
12001 Science Dr. • Orlando, fl - 32828
EOE/DFWP

'-

c

1,

Regular Updates

Must See Features

_Campus News.
Isn't it about time you
brought something to
the qmversation.

Movie Listings.
Go check out that new
-flick before someone
tells you how it ends.

Daily Weather.
Now that you're going
out. .. Umbrella? Coat?
Flood gear?

'-

( '

Ca$h for College.
,Sure, college life costs
money. We'll even help
you find scholarships.

.:

~

D~ily

Horoscope; _
That's right, we know ,
what the fu.ture holds.
Pretty cool, huh? ·

Calendar.
Find sqmething to do. .
See what's going dqwn
on and off campus.

,_

1 ~taxation Works.h.qi~~
When: Mondays 4:30pm - 5:30pm
Where: Campus Wellness Center
(located 1st flo()r of the Recreatio~; :
and Wellness Center)

·

.

~ert.IOtll1J~~}Deer Breatll . ·" ~ ~f' ·: ·t~reathln~
•.

~ert )~tfl 1 Clear Your HeaU ··. ,.
·Ment~ Relaxation
For more information
call 407-823-5.841
The Campus Wellness -Center
wellriess@mail.ucf.edu

{-
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Author Dave Eggers
now embracing
publishing industry
.

•

D.

COL.FORD

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

•

&
.

PICTURES"
·

.

invite _you and a guest to an advance screening

Many who read Dave
-Eggers' "A Heartbreaking
Work of Staggering Genius"
held the memoir close to their
hearts, while the contrarian
writer worked hard to put the
publishing industry at a distance.
But as Eggers' prepares
to self-publish his first novel
next month - printing it in
Iceland and selling ·i t through
the website of his
literary
journal, ~ · · · ·
Mcsweeney' s
he's unexpectedly
turned to an indus.try power for help.
Eggers, who dismissed the agent he'd
hired for his best-selling memoir, now· has
influential literary ,rep
Andrew Wylie in - his
corner. Wyli~'s clients
include Philip Roth,
Salman
Rushdie,
Martin Amis and The

Shall Know Our Velocity," in
foreign markets, Bersche
said.
"Dave and McSweeney's
have no domestic representation, but needed help abroa'd,
considering we have a staff of
only three," she added.
Answering readers' questions on mcsweeneys.net,
Eggers said Chabon's compilation of "genre stories crime, ghost stories, science
·fiction, westerns" - will be
p u b -

New York Times.

..

FUTURE

. THE SfUDENT NEWSPAPER SERVING UCHINC£1968

.

PAUL

•

THE central florida

According
.to '
Mc Sweeney's president
Barb Bersche, Wylie
was originally retained
to sell foreign rights for a
literary compilation novelist Michael Chabon is ,
editing for_the journal. It will
benefit youth literacy programs in San Francisco in
which Eggers, 32, has been
especially active.
Wylie also has represented· ·Eggers' new novel, "You

Stop by the Central Florida Future table _in front
of the Student Union on Wednesday, Sept. 18 between 10:00AM and 2:00PM
to -win your complimentary pass good for two to the advance·screening.
No purchase necessary. While supplies last. "'(ickets available on a first come, first served basis.
Employees of DreamWorks Pictures and Central Florida Future are not eligible.
Film is rated PG-13 - no one under 13 will be admitted into the screening without a parent or legal guardian.

THE TUXEDO OPENS NATIONWIDE SEPTEMBER 27
lished in a few months as an
iss~e of McSweeney's.
· Later, Random House's
Vintage imprint will reprint
the collection in paperback
for U.S. readers.

Jefferson.&

LOF!S

student apartments

Home is
where your

DISTANCE
EDUCATION

FRIENDS are.
Individual leases
Free
. washer/ dryer
Free internet access
Covered basketball pavillion
Free Cable with

l

AT

OWN

HBO, MN & ESPN

Lagoon style pool plaza with
Jacuzzi ·
Fully furnished apartment
homes
Fitness center with free weights

Amenities subject to chonge.
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Cro~sword

CHUCK SHEPHERD

.'

UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE .

·-

Our civilization in decline
Coca-Cola- and Pepsi signs · were
painted on m~.my rocks on a 35-mile
stretch in - the picturesque ManaliRohtang area of the Himalay~n ~oun
tains in India; the India Supreme Court
took supervision of the cleanup in
August. And Vancouver (Wash.) "MazdaDodge agreed to make restitution to set·
tle charges that it sold a _string of 18 new
cars (in 14 inonths) -fo a 70-.year-old, mentally · impaired man (Augt,tst!: And
California's program to encourage mothers to turn in unwanted oabies to hospi. tals has drawn widespread praise, 'except
from ·Waste ·Management Irie:, which ·
objects tc;> the state's signs on its
Dumpsters ("~f we (have to tell people)
not to throw babies in Dumpsters, (we)
have reached the lowest point we can get
to as· a society") (August).
~·

Vacationers just beggin' for it

_· _A 34-year-old woman from '!'exas

was attacked by three lions in a pen at a ·
game park in South Africa after she s~arted petting one of them (Pietersburg,
June). And a 30-year-old _woman from
Texas was critically injured by_a car as
she stood on the shoulder of.Los Angeles'
Hollywood Freeway to snap a photo of the
"Hollywood" ~ign (Jun~). And- a 40-year-old man from Georgia, who had locked
himself out of a 10th-floor, Alabamabeach c·ondo, dec!ded "that shimmying
down from the 14th-floor roof was faster
than asking security guards for help, but
fell 200 feet into the 4-foot-deep swim- . · ·
ming pool, breaki.Iig three ribs (Orange
·
Beach, July).

J

Great ·art! .
The performance "XXX" by the
Spanish theater group La Fura dels Baus
opened in May in the small town of Lorca,
Spain, the_only venue available because
the play's . rawness continues to keep it
out of mainstream European theaters. Its
nude, sexually acrobatic troupe performs
a work by Marquis de Sade ending in a
woman's staging the rape and mutilation
of her niother as punishlij.ent for having
sheltered the daughter's life (about which
one actor said, "(W)e have achieved
something essential, which is to leave
nobody indifferent"). 'The show opens
with a nude woman picking up a pen
between her buttocks· cheeks and scrawling (in Spanish)_ "A better world is possible" while squatting over a video pi'oje~
tor.

ACROSS
1 islamic
destination
, 6 Orbiting loc.
.9 German autos
, 14 System of moral
values
15 Boring routine
16 Rascal
17 Neighbor of
Mexico
19 Archipelago
member
20 Father
· 21 Frailty
23 Rocker Billy
25 Caribbean
island
26 Badinage
28 Obligation
30 Scandinavian
. 34 Gem State
36 Perform again
· 38 Olin or Horne
39 Country settled
by freed slaves
41 Groups of nine
43 Pop .
44 Brief periods
46 Rock guit.arist
Van Halen
47 Sicilian code of
silence
49 Employ
51 Deposit
5~ Small crown
54 Lazily
56 Heads off
60 Mountain in
Thessaly
63 Hotelier
Helmsley
64 Rushing at full
speed
66 Took on cargo 67 Had a bite
68 Golfer .Palmer
69 Josiah's
porcelain
70 Type of chart
71 Puts one's feet
up

.-.

DOWN
1 Tilly and Ryan
2 Needle case
3 Generous to the
needy
4 Quoted

2

0

3

11

12

13

14
17

c:.

·34
39

43
47

63
66
69

08/18/02

© 2002 Tribune Media Services, Inc
, AD righls resllfVed.

5 Best pitcher
6 Modern Persia
7 Certain chemical
compound

8 One of a flight
J.9 With hands on
hips
1i) Disentangled

11 Roy's partner
12 Currier's partner
13 Fixes in position
18 Unit of distance
22 Talk and talk .
24 Smell
26 Response to
"roger"
27 Specialized
vocabulary
29 Hillside by a loch
31 Pride, anger,
sloth, etc.
32 Type of ink
33 Man at the bat
35 Encouraged
37 Bandleader
Arnaz '
40 Asimov or
Newton

42 Requjrement

56 Aiiments

45 -Indian bread
48 Diatribe
50 Face-the day
53 Sum up
55 "The Maltese
Falcon" co-star

57 Tide type
58 Commotion
59 Oak or maple
61 Tizzy

62 Gets-older
65 Corn serving

..

_
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Back to
School
Student

§IU()()fh §en~tl()D§

La§er- t-tai.- Vern()val
- c;

BiklniLiae
Fall Blklai .

v.............

Lowe.. Legs

...

$100
$150
$100
$200

·1
Pe·w,Tweatmeat Prices. Offe.. - I valld~aatll Septembe.. 151 2002. ·I
I
-Not valid wltla otlael'·offen.
I
I
I

..____________
1 ,I-tour Mciss9ge $3~* .
\\

A\amott

Residence

- Inn

11651 UliUersitV BmBard

401-513-9000

...;-------~ ----·

Microdermcibra_
sion -$8~~
·Custom. Fa¢ials ·$45*
Glycolic Peels $40*
*Offer GQOd Until 8-31-02

7802 Kingspointe Parkway Suite 207A - Ortando, FL 32819
, Tel: (407) 226-3396
Www.smoothsensationsinc.coni

11801HighTech..._.

MA11071

401-243-6100

Hair & Skin Center, Inc.
.-

. ;,

"
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·Quick, ·easy ideas on a student budget

Brazilian Dessert Coffee
Ingredients
*Each coffee drink is made individually in
a 12 - 14 oz. mug.
1 brewed pot of coffee (cup amount
depends on the number of servings
being made)
1 scoop of-vanilla, chocolate or coffee ice
cream
1 packet of hot chocolate
Whipped cream
Ginnamon sugar

DONNA T. SCHUMAN .
STAFF WRITER

Student Style Chicken Salad

•

Ingredients
1 large can of shredded chicken (tuna
can also be substituted)
1 stalk of scallion
1 stalk of celery
1 dill pickle ·
2 table spoons mayonnaise (or to
taste)

Instructions

Instructions

•

Drain chicken water from the can.
Empty the chicken into a medium
·
size bowl.
· Chop scallions, celery and pickle up
very fine.
Add mayonnaise and mix.
- This is excellent with crackers, on a
sandwich or alone.
Optional; add tomato slices for flavor.
Makes 2 to 3 servings.

DONNA T. SCHUMAN I

CFF

Student Style Chicken Salad is an easy and tasty dish.

Pour the eontents of the hot chocolate ·
package, ice cream and coffee into the
mug.
_
NOTE: Leave 1 inch of space at the top of
the mug, the conten s will expand.
Microwave for one min te.
Stir contents oJ the mug (be careful, it's
hot).
Add whipped cream and cinnamon to the
top.
(Chocolate powder or syrup cail be substituted for the cinnamon).
This is an excellent alternative to dessert
and plain coffee!

t(

Forfall; fashions feature
plush fabrics, lots of color
on some of the girlish details
that emerged as a popular trend
for spring. That could be a
Banana Republic touts the sleeve with smocking, a n~kline
need for pinstriped pants and a edged in ruffles or a line of
ladylike coat. Neiman Marcus embroidery tracing the hem.
spotlights boots and denim. Lord
Some retailers found the
& Taylor stresses the impor- - selection so inviting that they
tance of fringe and paisley
couldn't resist. And color was
Marshall Field's gives the often the definitive attraction.
"It looks like an impressionnod to a look it dubs New
Romantic, while Vogue devotes ist painting in here," says Lynn
the 750 pages of its September _ Portnoy, whose Lynn Portnoy
issue to "all-out gia.nlour."
boutique in Southfield, Mich.,
_Seeing all of this, you might outside Detroit; is awash in colnaturally conclude that fall fash- orful knitwear. "Light lavender
ion is all over·the map, with no . to deep purple, yellow from pale
consistenttrends, no clear direc- to goldenrod, oranges and reds,
ti.on and no common theme.
every tone from jewel to pastel. I
think it's refreshing to see someAnd yourd be right.
Cool, isn't it? · _
thing happy and pretty" The days when the fashion
Color is making a return to
industry stuck to one rule-bound menswear as well, joining famillook per season are long gone. iar staples such as navy, black
Now, stores are filling up with a and gray- Rich reds and burvariety of patterned, beaded, nished browns are key accent
fringed, embroidered, hand- _ colors.
made garments and accesThe leather jacket makes a
. sories, giving ·every indication strong showing for both men
that fall will be a feast of person- and women, in versions suitable
al style for both men and . for indoor and outdoor wear.
women.
The _woman's - jacket might be
Perhaps the most striking · sleek and fitted, done in texelement of fall fashion is the · tured leather with zipper
overwhelming presence of plush accents. The man's jacket might
fabrics. On the budget end of be a blazer, in classic black or
things, there's corduroy, which honey brown.
shows up in everything from
Such garments can be
weathered-looking jeans to fine- pricey, but fashton-conscious
ly tailored jackets and coats.
shoppers are eager to invest in
"Corduroy jackets, cor- _pieces with a special look At the
duroy suiting, corduroy trench same time, retailers say, they're
coats, corduroy pea coats," says also looking for quality and fine -Gregg Andrews, fashion director workmanship ..
for Nordstrom's eastern region.
"If someone's going to spend
'We'll see it everywhere."
any kind of money; they want to
Cozy knits and sweaters be sure there's value attached to
also offer .across-the-board it," says Randy Flower, general
appeal. For men, fine-gauge knit manager of the Boss Hugo Boss
shirts and lightweight sweaters men's store at Somerset
are beginning to replace the polo Collection South in Troy, Mich.
shirt.
"And when they see it, they're
For women, sweaters take willing to pay the premium."
HOLLY HANSON KNIGHT RIDDER

•

•
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Back-to-School 2002 Adobe Education Print-to-Web kit
delivers a c;:omplete, affordable Print-to-Web solution.
The Adobe Print-to-Web Promotion includes:
Photoshop 7.0
Adobe InDesign 2.0
Acrobat 5.0
Illustrator 10
LiveMotion 2.0
GoLive 6.0
Bonus GoLive/~iveMotion Training CD

All for $399, a savings of $1,050!
(regular retail price $1449)

Find th_is and other Adobe products At:

'~·uc
· -F- -·C omputer
"1'
_ Store
www.cstore.ucf.edu

UCF Student Union

( 407)-823-5603 .
8:30-6 Mon-Th, 8:30-5 Fri

Tools for the
·
TM
Ne\vWork

lassifieds.
Monday September 16,-2002 '
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100 HELP WANDD
200FoRSAU
250 AlffOMOTIJ'E
300 FOR llENr ,
325BoMES
350 RooMMATBS . 400 Snmas

450 llErAIL
5f!O ON l:AMPl!S
·5 50 EJIENl'S .

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

600 GllEEK LIFE
700MJSC
7501imn
SOOJlnIGJON

3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160
Orlando, FL 32817

~HELP WANTED

Interested in Modeling?

Make over $1000 weekly.

Visit
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
·
for information on this
exciting opportunity.

No selling involved!
$$J>hones are ringing off hook$$
Guaranteed hrly/comm/bonuses
Winter Park, 321-207-0988

Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney area~. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Base/Appt PIT Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Ci.Jst svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.qom

Needs BROWNIE EATERS
. immediately!!
For a chance to win up to $10,000 in
cash, prizes & scholarships. Detail
& Products at most college
bookstores or visit our web site @
www.outoftheboxbrownies.com
Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01

SbldelttWork
$10.00 Base/AllPL
• Pf/R
• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• Customer Senrice/ Sales

14071 862-8186
www.workforstudents.com
PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Se..Vices, a subsidiary of
.: Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.
.FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
-thin females who smoke needed
for confidential phone interview·(not
anti-smoking). Selected callers earn
$50. Leave name and number and.
,:your ca.II will be r~turned ASAP.
"
888-355-0322 Toll Free.

In Person: University Court, -Suite 160
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

407-447-4555 • classijieds@VC1future.com

~HELP WANTED

OUT-OF-THE-BOX BROWNIES

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com .

8 Issues ( 4-weeb):
3 pm. Fi'i. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. 'Issue . 24 Issues (12 weeb):
Bolding:
I.aige Headline:
Cash, Check,

~HELP WANTED ~HELP WANTED

Charges listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

Child Care needed in home. Week
night evenings only. 5 hours a night.
Please call 407-808-3958. If no one is
home please leave a message.

Get Green $600+/week
On campus job marketing electric
vehicles seeks enthusiastic campus reps. Call Jennifer 212-531-3361 or
917-544-4682.

Community Assistants .
Looking for motivated
individuals to work at University
HQuse on Alafaya. Call Todd
at 407-277-4007 for more info. or
fax resume to (407) 275-4903.

After the successful opening of our first Orlando location in the Florida Mall California
Pizza Kitchen is excited to open its second area location in the Millenia Mall!
CPK, with 110+ locations nationwide, is a leader in full-service dining with a menu
that features hearth baked pizzas, creative pastas, delicious desserts and much more!
CPK team members enjoy:
• Flexible Schedules • Great Pay • Excellent Training • Immediate Health Benefits
l' ·

NOW HIRING
Bussers • Cooks • Dish Washers
Host Staff• Servers .
Apply in person, Mon-Sat, 9am-6pm
Adam's Mark Orlando Hotel, at the Florida Mall
1500 Sand Lake Road, Suite 340 off Orange Blossom Trail· Ph: (407) 816-5193

SPORTS CAREER!
UP To $300-$500 a Week!
Orlando's #1 Advertising Firm looking
· to fill openings in Sales, PR
and Entry Level Acct Mgmt.
No exp nee. Will train.
Call Alexis 407-679-2602.
Work Anywhere!
Earn $500-$1700/mo. PT
or $2000-$5500/mo. FT
www.financialforti.me.com
or call 407; 497-9922
$100's to $1,000's paid weekly
stuffing envelopes. For free info. rush
self-addressed stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 622772; Oviedo, FL 32762
Internet Users Wanted!!
$20/hour posslble while
using the internet. For details/
online Registration see
http://dmx. icol legedi rect.com/s~

INTERNET MARKETING
FT/PT, Commissions and bonus.
Serious Only. Call 1-888-794-1881

Bartenders Wanted.
$300 a day potential. Loq_king for
exciting and outgoing people. Training
provided. No experience needed.
_ Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107

Secretary Wanted: Friendly and good
on the phone. Needed between
. 9am & '3pm M~F. Office locared a few miles from UCF on Aloma.
· Caii @(407) 670-5000 ask for-John
- DO YOU LIKE TO GET PAID LATE?
.. NOW GET PAID FOR IT!
Night Watch}Tian needed at
off-campus housing complex.
Competitive wages. Apply in person.
Collegiate Village Inn: 11850
University Blvd, Orlando. Thanks!

Go Shopping, Eat Out, See A Movie...
And Get Paid to Do It!
Visit www.WorkAtDorm.com

bartending. Training provided.
- f-800-293-3985 ext 100

Help Wanted: professional, reliable
person who lives around UCF.
Must be available weekends and
some evenings, must have valid ·
driver's license, and a cell phone.
Will make a lot of money for a
few hours of work.Please
contact Pat or Tom 407-701-8560.

!!.!

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10

-JUMP START-YOUR EARNINGS
Part Time Entrepreneurs A~e Making
_ - Full Time Dollars! Listen to:
(24hrs recording) (212) 461-2910.
· Then call me at (813) 931-1526
for further details.

1

"'

[I HELP WANTED

The Orlando Clinical Research Center 1-s Conducting
· An -Important Clinical Research Study Of An
lnvestigational .Vaccine B_
eing Developed Tp
Immunize.Against Smallpox.
("'"

.:

Earn $500 to $5000 per month working
:from home, campus, 9r anywhere! .~ www.lookrightnow.com or call
· 888-318-8094. Training, bonuses,
~ vacations, you name it, we got il. ?_
No Exp Necessary!

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7perwk
$1 perwk
$1 perwk

To participate in this study the following must apply:
o No previous smallpox vaccine
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems .
o No immune disorders
o Willing to mak~ 7 outp~!ient visits and complete a diary after
vaccination
_·..
Compen~ation up.to $250.00 for time and-travel -

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL

Responsible & dependable person w/
flexible schedule needed for office
work. Good phone voice & energetic
personality a must. Sales &
computer skills a plus. ·
Please call Kim @ (407) 273-7111

Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.ocrc.net
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Im ROOMMATES

[[!IiJ HELP WANTED
Advertising Reps Needed
·4 Web site.

Unique opportunity. Looking for female
student, good w/young kids and willing
to clean house in exchange for room.
5 min from UCF. M-F only. Help 1 hour
per day,. Must be responsible-student.
Call Mike or Bren_da 407-310-3218:

www.ExtremeSupplements.net
PIT (make your own schedule.
Pars $100-$150/week. For more
info email:
nfo@extremesupplements.net
or Call 561-494-2929

m

Paintball Tournament in mid. Oct.
FREE Fqod, Paint, Equp. & _Buffet
Call Zac at 407-325-0535 or
e-mail zharvey@recistorm.com
.for more info,

SERVICES

Acting Workshops!
Study WI pros who .have stared on
Broadway, TV, .and films in NYC, LA,
london! Grad: RADA and LAMDA,
Stella Adler, etc. Priv. coaching also.
Skye Aubrey 407-788-8916 .

Mommy's Helper Needed
I am Very flexi.ble, PT, I cari work
around your school hours. Good pay!
~
Gall 407-238-4722 .

- German Tutoring (Native Speaker)·
' · , .. · · Only $15/hr
Call 407-671-5086 or 407-761-9627
Ask for Carina!

mrJ AUTOMOTIVE
, FOR Sj\LE: _1992. Mitsubishi Diamante .
· 4-door' automatiC:with ,power windows
and lo_cks, great tint ]ob, runs gr~at,- in ,
· great.sh-ape! Only _$3000 ·
Call Ashleigh 407-375-7322
·4

m

:

m

SERVICES

· Frustrated
w/ Traditio11al Therapy?

• Fun & Easy Transportation
·• rlllCllcilg Avcilible
• 2yr unlimited mileage warranty
• 3 models/ 9 colors.
• Major aeclt .<ards ac~ted

Be your own therapist, and stop
wasting .time and money. Recorded
. message 24 hrs. 21.2~252-6823
**Fundraising**
No more washing cars or candy saies.
Use this unique fundraising opportunity
for your organization. For more inf.a.
call 407-~673-0515 or
colemancomm@earthlink.net
.. RESUME SERVICE : Specializing in
·· Student Resumes for entry-level
positions in dream companies.
- Call Leo at 407-970-2289 or email:
studentresumes@earthlink.net

Parts - siiles - Serviee

Jet Ski Orlando

(407). a·s9-3006

m!J

~

Spring Break'03 ·
w/StudentCity.com !

Friend or spouse's birthdtlJ'? .-

DELNERED BEAUUIMJY_61Ff PACKAGED
.WITH NAPKINS,.PLATES, FORKS, CANDLES, .
MATCHES, KNIFE AND BAil.OONSr

Waterford Lakes Home.

~ •.. · ". ~ Buttercieam, ~
_-..--.=.
.:. . .

'·

NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR®~
CREDIT 'PROtli.ENS1

· 2 rooms for rent fn 3/2.
5 min. from campus. W/D Pool,
tennis & basketball court. All utiT.
incl. plus cable. ONLY $475/month. Call (407) 382-9036.

NEGOTIABLE RENT
• 'for a· female student looking for part
time work as ;,t nanny in eve/wknds: '
Large house 4 mi from UCF, with
your own room. Call 407-595-5605.
APT FOR RENT - 2/2 $650/mo includes
water, garbage, and local phone with
voicemail. Walking distance 1o UCF. ·
Pets OK. Call Rachel 407-781-3402,

art ..
, .

~ . r. " , ~

.

mm ON CAMPUS

- .Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee·
Cell: (3S2l 978-1960
Regional Representative
Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 (Toll Free)

Bill Lavender

'Fantastic Sams~CUTS • PERMS • COLOR
~Experienced Styli~-

·

fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundratser
3 trour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with theprogram! It works. Contact Campus
f'.undraiser at'[crlf](888)-923-3238,
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Wesley Foundation Campus Ministry
Dedicated to making disciples into
disciple makers· to go out and
change the world. 7 p.m. Tuesdays.
Visit www.ucfwesley.org or e-mail
staff@ucfwesley.org.

· JOIN.UCF CKI

fm

RELIGION

Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia B0ok.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com

Solutions

Service, Leadership, Fellowship,
and FREE FOOD (if'you're lucky)
Monday 6pm Student ·Union Rm 220
For Info email: FLSB506@aol.com

Brand New Custom 3/212 'in nice,
quiet, gated·community uThe
Reserve". Complete with Appliances.
10 min from UCF. $1200/mo.
407-568-6936.
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MISC.

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, &
RECORDING GEAR WANTEDCAS,H. Call 407·'363-5363.

,_
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Ask~ about other i.JCF .specials

s 1 a n v

~..§.....!..

v o o 3 ll'l

10691 E. Colonial (Aloma Center West. of Alafaya)

( 407) 380-5626

2bed/2bath duplex, washer/drYer,
. fenced, private, approx. 1 mile,to UCF.
1Ox20 shed in back. Ideal fo~ 2
students. $700/mth. Negotiable.
(407) 977-1591 or e-mail
osb32816@bellsouth.net.

[iiiE

)

,

,

Corporation

RELIGION

_vv or ·sh i p·

Promotion Valid through October 15, 2002

CaUANvwtiERE in ·t he·us f~

.
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RELIGION

L 9t or 3.9t nat rate.

~ LiVe
1
·- ~I

1 bed/1 bath In a 4/4 apt. Female.
Unfurnishect-Bedroom. All utlls Incl.
Free UCf Shuttle. Sept rent Free!
Call Monica 407-207-0038• .

111

II

. 212 Duplex. 1,100 l!Sq. ft. in quiet
_community. All units are ground floor
with new appliances, tlle and carpet.
$725/mnth. Call 407-38f-5105 or ~
407-833-8199 . .
?

2 bedt1 bath house In Downtown
Orlando. 1003 Pine Street.
$895/mnth. ·Call Eric at 321-689-3868.

[iiiE

Time Manage'm ent Workshop
Monday, Sept. 16
7:00pm-8:00pm
Student Union, Cape Florida 316 C/D
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counstst

Home. Less than 10 min. from UCF.
Fast access DSL, All utilities incl.
.
Call Lindsay at
(954) 701-3806 or (407) 273-5486.

University Club
· Sublease ASAP!

,ACT NOW! We guarantee the best
sprinq break prices! South Padre·,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras .
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needec:j,
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+.
1-888 THINK SUN
(1-88S-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

c;ho,colate, carrot- _, cakes, huge pies,
,<, chees~.Cak~, muffins,
cookies and more!

~
. - '

1 bed/bath avail. in Waterford Lakes--

$475 per month, util/cable included,
amenities inclu pool (access from
room); garage parking, W/D;.
st9rage space, pets ok, large
backyard, 5 min from UCF
Quiet nei.ghborhood. Easy access
to 41'7, avail immediat~ly_ Call Sandy
or Mike 407-677.-8391

Gotta onJer·the oake?
Take the hassle out!

· --6)\~ ~ . ·

•E "

FoRRENT

·Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & D'RINKS and
. 150% Lowest Price Guarantee! trlEPS
WANTED! Orgahize,..1~ friends; earn 2
FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment, and.cash
to promote StudentCity.com!.'
Call 1-800-293-1445 Qr email
sales@studenfoity.cqm today! ·

-~· Seod_a cake to _their office!

Hair Guttery -10% off for Stl!dents on
all services M-F 9am-3pm
- Hair Cu.ttery in Suncrest Village on
·
Dean and -Universify by Pul;>lix:
•.
Call .407-672-3084

TRAVEL

·-~at~

r

HOPE
d
5 :·3 O p .
ay s

m

-L·rve · BandUNIVERSITY BLVD.
,,....,r., ......
"!

Student ,Roommates
... .:_
Needed in HOUSE.
5 BDRM ho~se-1 Qmin from. campus. .
Non Smokers only. $400/mo + util.
Call Ryan @. 407-243-6684 or
M.iic:e@ 813-929-8196 for details •.•

..

•

._.._,.

"'

Hope Lutheran Chu~ch
2600 N Dean Road

1·.

COLONIAL (SR50)

407-657-4556

~

www .hopeoforlando.org

-

.

.

Wildly lnnova-tive.

'

.

"

-

'

Jaguar
Mac OS X Version 10.2

.

•

?.

Madly Inexpensive. -~ -·
·-Now get mac OS X v l0.2 for just $49!
-

-

..

The UCF Computer Store and Apple proudly offer a Technology
·showcase Special on ·os X·v 10.2 Jaguar. Starting September 20, ·
· students, staff and faculty can p~rchase OS Xv 10.2 for $49. . .
Supplies are limited, so limit 5 copies per person please! . · ·

,

. l .

a, lJCF ~~r;1futer .
. www.appl~.com/osx

www.cstore.ucf.edu
..

(

•
•

•

•

2002 FaJI {areer Expo
Wednesd~y, Sept. 18
UCF Arena

.
•

.

..

•

•

m
-

•

·-

Btfore the job fair
• Attend a resume ood a job search
W0rlt:sho1_> otrered by tlile Career Resource

•
'

ff'

Center..
• Che<iik the CRC web site for partici-.
patin.g companies and research th~ you
might,00' interested m.
•. Proof yo'tlll: neswne and make copies
on-qµ.alffy ooncl. paper for distnoution at the
jeb fair.
• Prepare a three min.me -presentation

on yourself and prractice it olldi lm.Td.
• Prepare.questio:ns ta ask..
• Be prepared to answer ql!lestioos.
• Dress in business attire.

At the job fair

- .

• Enthusiastically introduce yourself.to

•

How to work a job fair
employers.
• Ask some of the following questions
of employers:
.. What types of career opioortimirfies
are available?'
- What are fue growth projections for

the next year?

.

- - How many employees do you have?
- What are the company s top g,oals?
- What qualities does your· c{)mpany
lOQk for in a candidate?
- Are you hlri:ng for the local Orlando

a:rea? Be open to moving
·Will I have the opportunity to work on
·special projects?
• Give employers your r~sume.
• Ask for a b11siness caJ.'ld
• Thank the employer for their time.

After the job fair
- • Debrief yourself. Make notes (names,
PLEASE SEE

Campus

oN

R-3

I

.
••

•

.
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·-

.

'

.

AJOB SEEKER s .
••

<!,

-

.

www.FloridaCareerLINK.com
.. .
•

'

•

L
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Campus .to corporate· A -letter from the director
transition often not
easy on graduates
• Lockheed Martin Work
Experience Program
•Job Fairs
• Career Library
• Alumni Mentoring (New Spring 2003)
". Career Information Resources
(Via the Web)
• Free Career Publications & Magazines
• Resume & Cover Letter Critiques
• On Campus Interviews
• Mock Interview Program

Dear Student,

..

..
UCFCRC

Employers look for many different things when hiring new employees. Some include
teamwork, oral communication and computer skills.
·
retail management and your
desire to learn more about comaddresses, phone numbers, pany X's management training
.impressions).
program.
• Mail thank you cards
You have to be able to hit
and/or letters.
the right button with that repre• Mail cover letter and sentative, very quickly; convinc'resume reiterating your interest ing them that you can be useful
in the company.
to the company. Now is when
• Be patient.
you present your resume with a .
• Plan a follow lJ-P strategy smooth, confident motion.
if you do not hear back from
Compare this approach to
them.
''What do you have to offer me?,"
which is what most job fair
Job fairs are exciting and attendees say. Imagine if you will
can be fun. The open air ..market ~ for a moment that you-are a.Ii
atmosphere produces a relaxed employer at a job fair lasting
environment where you can about six hours. Anywhere from
interact with employers and 300 to 1,000 job candidates could
sharpen your interviewing skills stop at your display. That's
without the anxiety associated about 50 to 150 per hour! Some
with the closed door, one-on-one candidates will demonstrate
formal interview. Fbr candidates their initiative, job experience,
who know how to "work" them, training, enthusiasm, confidence
job fairs can be extremely bene- and job search .preparedness; ·
ficial; and in today's super-com- however, others will present
petitive job-market, there is no themselves passively and be
more efficient way to promote guaranteed instant failure.
yolir availability to employers.
Listen very carefully to
Where else can you find what the recruiter says, whether
such a concentration of potential there iS hope for further discusemployers in one place? Where sion and how you can follow-up.
else can you interact with hiring Now-is the time to pick up their
officials and company execu- literature - annual reports, ·
tives, identify available opportu- brochures, etc. Being prepared.
nities, collect company litera- is the key to getting the most out
ture and business cards for of a job f3.ir.
future networking and possibly
Let's assume that you know
get a lead, application or an invi- all ·about dressing for success.
tation for an interview?- These Remember you may have only
events are good not only for the 30 seconds to make your case.
job seeker, ·but also for the Imagine how important that first
employer. Where else can they impression' must be to the
see such a concentration of employer. If we.are talking nonpotential candidates in one technical fields here, the employer has to assess the personaliplace?
It is essential that you study ties and obvious strengths of
the job market. Having an potential candidates.
understanding of your field of
Your r~sume will .be your
interest can help you in strongest and most useful tool at
approaching a job fair table even the job fair. Prepare a crisp and
if you know no~hing about that eye catching, one-page resume
employer except the fact that that starts with a well defined
they have a function for which career objective. Make sure that
you are qualified and are inter- · you establish a firm lirikage
between your goals and your
ested in performing.
As an example, if you are experiences. Your resume must
pursuing a career in retail man- reflect your excellent cominuniagement you ~hould approach · cation skills as well as your
all employers at the fair that are attention to details - no typos,
in that field. In the 30 or so sec- misspellings or bad grammar.
It is up to you to get what
onds ·that you have to make a
positive and lasting first impres- you want out of a job fair. If you
sion, approach with a firm hand- want.it to be more than just wanshake and introduce yourself. dering from table to table with
Demonstrate your enthusiasm emp~andshakes, you better
through a quick, convincing, plan a strategy and be prepared.
one-sentence statement about
-COlllllBY llll CRC
your intent to pursue a career in
FROM PAGE

•

•

(
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•
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The University of Centeral Florida
Career Resource Center is pleased to host
the upcoming 2002. Fall Career Expo! On
behalf of the staff at the Career Resource
Center, I'd like to encourage you to attend
this important event. Over 120 companies
interested in recruiting UCF students will be
available to discuss full-time career opportunities. Many of these companies-also sponsor internship opportunities. This is a "must attend" event. for college seniors and
graduate students who are graduating
between now and May. For other students,
this evenf provides a unique opportunity to
explore various career options, to find information about many of the top U.S. corporations, and to network with recru~ting professionals.
We would also like you to stop by the
Career Resource Center to visit us via the
Internet at www.crc.ucf.edu where we can
help you with a full-range of career planning, internship, and employment search
services. From first-year Etudents generating career options tailored to their strengths
and preferences; to sophomores researching
and narrowing their career plans; to juniors
seeking career related experience; to seniors and graduate students preparing for
a~d implementing their employment searche s; career specialists can provide targeted
strategies for ,success'.

All of these services are .FREE of charge
for current UCF students! Students should
register via the G.O.L.D. (Grads On-line
Database) Connection to take full advantage
of internship and job seeking services.
The Career Resource Center is located
in the Student Resource Center and is open
from 8A.M. to 5P.M. Monday through Friday.
We look forward to hBlping you jump-start
your career.

-MELANIE
l. PARKER,
DIRECTOR

Career
Resource Center

Services include:
• Career Assessments
• Career Counseling
• Career Workshops
• Internship & Job Listings

'*

..·.';:A~ L~~, M~mo~al He.atth System, we offer the
·' ;fti(l_t fospit.als iri;"llie ·Nation.
•.Hospi~l . be~een

s~'.

excitement:~£ workihg for one of the Top ,100

Wt have · the ~nly Levd

II Triluma

C~nter, the orily Children's

Petersburg ani Miami, and the largest Rehabilitation

Ho~pital -in

the

We provide the beaut>-:·of a laid-back~ family-oriented community, just minutes av:ay

-·· Jrom beautiful beaches. Education is important, but it doesn't -coqie .cheap. So why not get
..·.'.:tf'.-::,

· · some of that hard earned .money back?

,. -· ' Y~sit us at our boo.t h-at the UCF Fali Career Expo
yve_9ffer full benefit~, induding health/dentaVvisionrnverage, tuition reimbur~ement, 24 days
,;paid time off, daycare centers and ,a wellness ·c~nter discount. Please visit our web site at:

> www.~eeMemorial.org to< appl~ online -.and karr: more about our ~ealth system, be~efits,
. arid ava¥able opport11nities. Yo¥ may also fOntact us.at 239-772':'6500.

LEE -M EMOR,f'AL
HEALTH SYSTEM
It All Adds Up. ·
. wW'W.LeeMemorial.org
J?rug/~moke-&ee

workplace. EOE
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Planning for the first interview
.

.

.

cess.
.
Why do you want to work here? .This
is where the research comes in. Tell
about what you admire about the compaSure you've been on job interviews---:ny-throw in product knowledge, size,
like the interview for your first part-time
reputation, image and mission- and how
or summer position at the mall or cafe.
you would like to start your career and
No sweat. All you were asked was your
grow with it. This is also a perfect break
name, availability schedule and when ·
to make friendly conversation by asking
you could start.
questions yourself.
But interviews for college internWhy are you leaving your current
ships and professional positions for
graduating seniors are a whole clifferent
position? This question probably won't
be asked to students since this will most
ball game.
likely be their first professional occupaYour resumes have generated
tion. But, if you are currently working,
responses from potential employers
wanting to meet with you for a chatdon't point fingers at the .company.
Instead, point at yourself-''I'm looking
~ casual business lingo for interview- ·
·what now? . .
for a place with more advancemep.t
opportunities, like this company collld
If you didn't learn it during high
provide me"-or give a "group" answer if
school and it still didn't grasp the con. possible-"The ·department I worked for
cept during college, know it before getwas re-organized or eliminated."
ting your.first job: planning is everything.
Could you tell me about a moment
First; individualize each interview.
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
that you went beyond your call of duty? It
Identify ·the requirements of each posi- Formal interviews are one of many steps taken in obtaining a job.
might seem like bragging, but be abfo
tion you're interviewing for and get into
take credit professionally. Helping out
the mindset of how your experience,
what you would wear to work. Therefore, lems with temporary road problems or classmates or working several hours on a.
skills, education and ambition will fit in.
particular school activity related to your
Second, do your homework. interview attire can vary between a pub- even knowing where to park;
Last, but definitely not least, is to major for the benefit of other students
Research as much as you can about the lic relations position with a law firm and
company, including visiting its web site, the same position with a radio station. practice. Be prepared to answer and ask are appropriate responses.
What is the salary you expect if we
scanning for articles written about it and Remember that your attire should com- questions. Sure-fire questions should
asking questions from people you know pliment your professionalism and noth- relate to· your educational background, offer you this position? Although you will
who work or have worked for your poten- ing should distract from that: earrings, .experience, specific knowledge relating most likely be an entry-level professional,
tial employer. Checking with professors loud ties or strong perfumes and to the position and salary. Here are five give a salary range that leaves room for
general questions you should practice negotiation. The range will depend on the
for additional information is also an colognes.
Fourth, know who and where. If pos- befOre the interview:
excellent source. Professors usually have
market value of the position-the ·higher
Could you · tell me about yourself? the market value, the larger the range.
relationships with several companies sible, find out ·Who will be interviewing
who contact them for recruitment or hear you or who will host it. This allows you to Keep the answer related to your position ·
Hanning for the interview will . ~how
back from former students about their directly ask for a particular indiVidual requirements and don't ramble on. Talk your potential employer how serious
than just, 'Tm here for an interview." To about your educational and work back- you're taking the opportunity and, for
experiences with certain companies.
Third, plan your attire. The rule of lessen potential problems, visit the office ground, career goals and how the compa- your own sake, calm the butterflies in
thumb is to dress one or two steps above beforehand. This will help you solve prob- ny would help -you achieve career sue- · your stomach when the big day comes.
MARCIA MEJIA
STAFF WRITER

...........

ao1~~®

Nationwide Sales Force
Expansion_Underway!
Boise Office Solutions, an international organization
with $3.7 billion in annual sales, has a
strong reputation as· the
ultimate officesolution com·pany for corporations
a.round
the
glqbe. Due to
tr .e mendous
growth, we're loo_l<ing for motivated pro,tessionals to join our
team.
We offer sales roles with
various
pay
at
risk
percentages and various
specialties including office
furniture, technology, office .
papers, national accounts or
general office products to best
match your skill .set and appetite
for pay at risk.
In addition to a fast-paced and exciting work environment, you'll also enjoy an excellent salary and
·benefits package including a 401 lk) and pension plan.

"Committed to Excellence
in.the.
Defense of the Nation"

...

•
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, D·on't··forget
say thanks

B-S

Our Firm hos·fun
procticing public
occounting
with empowe~ed
people who hove
con-do ottitudes.

to them also. Remind the ·_l)on't become discouraged if
interviewer how much ..you you don't hear from the com.
want the position -and of the pany -after a few 'days. TheAfter planning. for an :-- times and ways that you can employers may b_e meeting
· interview by individualizing _be reached-by phone, e- other candidates, but a folit, researching information mail, etc. A good closer is: low-up phone.call one or .two
about your poten~ial ~mploy- "When will I hear from you?" weeks afterward will remind
er, p_lannin·g your attire, getIf you · were asked to the interviewer of how well
ting names and direction.s bring more 'documentation, the interview went and how
- and practicing interview . s.uch as a ·salary proposal, persistent you are . . ·
questions, you prob~bly give the interviewer aspecifInterviewing Js a drain,,.,,,...,,,s:
ll,,,,,n-ts: ,,,,,,,,, 0 Moster'• .
think you're ready to strike a ic time frame and date you ing, tiresome .and sometimes
hrH9go'°""""'s
"-'"·~
DtpwilAm.tilr
O.," ir Toxotbr
hrf""9 5" yr. COWHwati'
homerun with your inter- Will come back with it.·If you a drawn-out process. Don't
·3.0+GPA
3.0+GPA
CPA c«tHicatioir .
viewer. But here are some can., bring it bac:jr in person fall into· ·a depression Wyou
.,.,.,.,,.,,,, "skas
Milllllwll 1Ylfll lxp. la
) .
more pointers. you · should · and don't miss the· deadline don't get a response quickly.
Mlaos~ Office skas
. MkmOhO.ffic••
h611c occotrrting or reloted W.stry
Gooi....,,,. sills .
Ptolidelt ia GAAP & GAAS
· consider during and after the you &et.
_Continue your follow-up calls
Good~·
interview.
Send out a thank-you or visits and keep a positive
If you're up to the challenge, then we wont to talk to you! Visit us at the UCF Fal 2002 CorlHJI'
Actions speak louder card, as soon , as p'ossible. mindset. ·
Expo or Meet tlHi Firms on Wednesday, September 18th. If you're unable to attend, please email
than words. Interviews
your resume to GFRHR@gfrcpa.com. Afax is okay, too: 407/841-6347. Yes, we'll accept regular
sometimes fail because .of the
mail: Gallogly, Fernandez & Riley, lLP, 201 S. Orange Avenue, Ste 950, Orlando, FL 32801. f/0/E _
lack of ·positive body communication-and you might not
realize it. The iriterviewe.r
most likely has your resume
-before the intervi.ew ·and
called you in because you are
qualified. Now the, test is
whether you have the per- ·- sonality for the positionand body language is a powerful way to · prove that you
have it.
. Eye contact is one of the
in.ost important ways to
make an excellent, nonverJ1al,_ Jir.st.-impr.essioILlt.'..s an.
·assurance to the interviewer
that you're a good listener..
- But good eye contact is not
·just for listening. Apply it
when speaklng, which indicates a strong confidence
and sincerity level.
. Some interviewees give
off.a negative vibe with facial
expressions of confusion, ,to.o
much seriousness or just the
opposite-too cheerful. The
key here js sincerity and
appropriatene~s. When li,stening intensely, · don't
scrunch your eyebrows or
forehead, but maintain a sincere, attentive and pleasant
look. On the other hand, constantly putting on· a Kool-Aid
. grin will appear exaggerated. Try a genuine smile that
indicates your appreciation
for the oppo~tunity.
Posture is a strong indicator of confidence, enthusiasm and power. Keep your
back . straight, shoul4ers
back and head. up. Ladies,
don't give .a wrong message
. ·by crossing · your legs if
· 'you 're wearing skirts that end above -the knees or· long
skirts with long slits. In this
If you're a highly motivated, self-starter ready to begin yo'ur career with a·company that gives you the
_ case, keep "your knees
resources yo"u need to. reach your goals, join Edward Jones. And you'll see why we're ranked No. l· in
together and cross your
ankles·. Me,n should keep
. o.
FORTUNE® m~gazine's "100 .Best Companies to Work For."
th~ir · feet and knees' within
We're seeking motivated, sales-oriented individual~ to become investment representatives in Orlando
one and tWo ·feet of distance ·
between each other.
and surrounding areas.·
. If your interview success
P·lease stop~ by· our booth :at the Career Fair .on Wednesday,' September· 18th or for m_
o re intorr11ation
makes it to third ·base, go for
a homerun . by _closing the
call 1-800-999-5650.•
interview well. Thank ·. the
interviewer again for the
. www.jonesopportunity.com
opportunity, exchange busi- ·
ness cards and offer a strong·
handshake: If the intervi~wer
..
® .
,introduced you to people who
are influential with hiring
decisions of · people whom
. EOE
~LPlliM~
". Serving Individual Investors Since 1871
you'd beJVorki1:lg.f~r or .with, ·
ask if you ~ould say good-bye ·
MARCIA MEJIA
STAFF WRiTER

,,,,,,.,..,,

".

,,.,,,,,.,.,s:

YOu're ()ff to a great start~

EdwardJone·s -

· •~
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Salary.com shows job~seekers how muc_h they are really worth
Web site compares salaries and skills
needed in cities across the nation
ings relevant to their search.
STAFF WRITER Comparing present salaries
with the salary norms in a speWhen asked what one of cific market is used to inform
the . major motivations was in individuals on what a job
decidlng on a career, students should actually pay. With this,
most often said salary. The professionals are able to negoissues of salary and benefits tiate with managers on agreewill always be pertinent factors able compensation. Salary.com
in .the job pursuit. Bl)t where offers _information and advice
shotild students turn to satisfy o·n how to do so.
their job-related inquiries?
At Salary.com, users select
In only its second year.and a job category; enter a location
already one of the top 10 career by zip Gode or city and then
· sites, Salary.com is providing search the Salary Wizard. On
compensation information to the secorid step, the researcher
researchers nationwide. It will .select from job titles and
helps users locate career choose "create salary report."
·opportunities on many job
A report was run on the
boards, management sites and salary of a typical veterinarian
recruiters. The Salary Wizard, working in Orlando. The results
a tool unique to the job portal, showed a median base salary of
allows users to view a range of $59,597 per year, while half of
high, medium and low salaries the people working the job are
for thousands of job titles.
expected to make between
According to Johanna $48,052 and $73,116 per year.
Schlegel,
Director
·of
Scrolling down, a user. has
Communications and Public the option to compare the local
Relations, the Salary Wiz·a rd is average to the national average
available throu.gh a vast syndi- of · the same job. Our report
cation network of more than showed ·the national median
300 sites, including all of the · base sal.ary of a veterinarian as _
top career sites. In three simple $62,340; which is $2,743 more
steps, users can ~ research
than an ·Orlando veterinarian.
job's market value then print or ·
If a national average seems
email the results for future ref- too broad, researchers can pinerence. They will also find a list point a specific location and
pf the most current job open- compare . salaries between

~·
~J='

P ADRA SANCHEZ

a

.

Salary.com allows
you to find your
worth in the corporate world.
University of f>h oen ix
Hric!, :rnd '\1ort.1r I r:id1tw11

Sala~

Wizarcr
..
,

:-:;::,1,<

,~,,

"v

I Accounting

/
~

compensation and benefits ._
This week, Erisa Ojimba enco_urages a
10-year company v eterant ·who's just .

Enter location

;;

been asked to do the same work as an
employee whO:s' considered a manager,

c=

I

!.28 ~ 1

your resume

onllne

Zip Code or
Get ~

. ! State I Metro Area

!~ I

than assistant manager - provided she

jobs by

email
~~

responsibilities of a manager and the ·
skills and experience to do the-job well.

.Edit your

resume

Bead more .
Jhe pay stub

Great olft • 1kow someone
ho• much thav'•• worth b> yau

cities.
Freshman Amanda Major
found the site . helpful in
researching her career options
as an education major. "The
one thing people associate with
teaching is low salaries, but
this search actually showed
that I would make a little more
than I had originally been told,"
she said. "It .also compared
Florida teaching salaries to any
state or city, which I thought
was really neat too."
But this isn't where · the
site's features end. "The most

,),

:;

can show she has both the ·

Persotia l Salary Report

:<

Select job category

Salary Talk -is a forum in which
Salary.corn's compensation consultants
answer readers' questions about

~ to ask for a promotion to manager rather

,v

... r

Featured

•

e mploy er~

fidy.ud JonH

. Optimlu Your

exciting new ·development at' site's visitors are students,
Salary.com is the Personal with another six percent
Salary Report," Schlegel said. searching for positions at entry
"This premium report gives job level. About 11. percent are
seekers and employees high- un_der 24 years old.
After visitin·g Salary.com ·
end data plus a customized
analysis of the value of their for the first time, freshman David Dewett liked that lle
education and background."
Salary.com is visited by not could find qualifications needonly individuals, but also busi- ed to get a certain pQsition and
ne.ss managers and human the ability to apply for jobs
resource
professionals. online. "I would definitely referHowever, students are encour- ence the site again if I were
aged to utilize the site's servic- looking for . a job, and would
es and resources. Currently; recoµimend it to friends ·too,"
only about seven percent of the he said. ·

iJ

Smokey Bones BBQ Sports Bar is part of the Darden Family-of Restaurants: Red Lobster, Olive Garden, and Bahama Breeze. We feature a winning line-up _
of food, friends, fun and all the best sports. The same game plan that makes us an MVP with our guests also makes Smokey Bones the best game in
town for great restaurant careers.
Join our team today and score all-sta! day-one benefits and pay while ~orking in the most relaxed, fun and casual atmosphere you'll find anywhere!
)i

New Restaurant Opening
Hiring begins Monday, September 23rd
Servers, Greeters, Cashiers, Bussers, Bartenders, and Kitchen Teammates

(

SPORTS

Apply in person Monday - Saturday 9:00 am to 6:00 pm at :

303 N. Alafaya Trail, Orlando, FL (located i~ the Waterford Lakes Shopping Center)

•

~

•

f

•

•

,
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-----·---o

•'

BAR

www.smokeybones.com

EOE, M/F/D/V.

.

'
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Start mailing out
your resumes now
~

~

~

Students need to
start.networking
three to six months
before graduation

UCF students reveal

where·they go when
t~ey're shoppi_
ngfor
a job -interview

MARCIA MEJIA

"The Men's Warehouse.
Good quality, but low prices,"

STAFF WRITER

)

~ -

.>

I'

Be proactive with regards
to job hunting-not reactive, .
advises Melanie L. Parker,
director of the UCF Career
Resource- Center.
According to Parker, being
proactive means beginning
your job hunt three to six
months before _ graduation.
This means starting toward
the end of fall for spring graduates-and not starting with
.sending out a, stack of
resumes.
With several months of
time, she says your search for
a professional position should
begin with a serious · selfas s es sme n t-reco gnizing
strengths and weaknesses,
skills, interests and work values.
But the labor begins with
interaction with others. Parker
said, "Over 70 p~rcent of peo, ple get jobs through three
modes: networking, information interviewiilg and direct
.eontact with the hiriilg persoll."
Networking includes lettingyour peers, professors and_
others know what type of posi. tion you're _ looking for.
Information
interviewing.
allows you to meet with individuals in areas that interest
you, helping you uncover illfor..:
mation about the career not
taught in the classroom.
. Directly contacting the
person who has the_ hfring .
power can be-of enormous help
to you. According to Parker, .
only 20 percent to 30 per~ent of
·' jobs are posted online or in
want ads. Unfortunately, she
says, most people don't have
time to contact 15 or 20 potenemployers-especially
. tial
face-to-face, a very effective
technique. ·
Direct contact includes
sending out a letter of interest
or your resume, But remember
that some recruitment departments of companies may
receive tens, hundr~ds or even
thousands of unsolicited mail
every day, just _like you · may
receive lots of unwanted, junk
e-mail. Sending it to the right
person, usually not in .h uman
resources, according to Par~,
is vital. It is also 'vital to tell
them you will soon follow up
with thero. to further discuss
your qualifications.
Different
majors
or
careers may have an impact on
when to start sending out
resumes. For example, . for
most ·instructional positions,
hiring begins at the end of the
school year and ends at the
beginning of the school year.
Parker recommends that those
in the field of technology-one
of the most negatively affected
areas due to . the economic
slump-give themselves a little
more time, since economic
times also play a factor . ~n

Where do you buy your
job interview clothing?

-MjkeMuse,
Senior.
One-on-one interviewing is crucial in the
hiring process.
when to send out resumes.
More than anything,_a job
seeker wants to set him- or herself apart from everyone elsewhethel' it be throq.gh grades,
determination or experience.
"You alniost need to think about
it as a sales pitch," Parker said.

"Maybe Sears or Rave. The "Probably Limited Express.
Rave is cheap, but Sears has- It has stuff that fits."
-Lauren Dulin,
better-looking clothes and
·
freshman
they fit better." ·

-Stephanie Nettles,
Freshman
"Men's Closet. . .It doesn't
have the same plain, black
suits that everywhere else
has."

-Anthony Wright,
'Senior

"I usually go to J .C. Penney
because it usually has nice
pants."

-Ashla Chon,
Freshman

"I go to J .C. Pennys or
Surreys Menswear-it's a
little custom shop. Penny's
cause it's cheap and Surreys
cause it's nice." ·

-Keith Reay,
Junior

"K & G... It's a lot cheaper
than a lot of other places." .

"Goodwill.. It's cheap and you
can actually find some nice
stuff it you 're willing to sort
through the stuff that looks
like it's from the 1950s."

-Alexio Heller,
Senior
"The ~nly place I've ever
bought a suit is at the Men's
Warehou, e. It. gives . you a
lifetime warranty-it tailors
your suit,anytime for free."

.:_Mike IJvonile,
Senior
-COMP/LEO BY MAROA MEJIA

-Jamar Johnson,
Junior

Take Kaplan .
Score hi her.
LSAT: Classes begin Thursday, Oct. 17, 2002
GMAT:-Classes begin Sunday~ Sept~ 22, 2002
GRE: Classes beg-in .W ednesday, Oct. 16, 2002
MCAT: Classes begin S~turday, Oct. 5, 2002
Contact us today to .enroll!

KAPLAN

~orfd Leade~

-'~ Test Prep

1 ~aoo-KAP-JEST
kaptest.com
AOL keyword: Kaplan
•Test names are registered tnidemarks of their respective

owners.
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Career -Resource Center is . employment center
..

'

Career planning workshops
Career planning workshops
are designed to help students
get a head start in making the
right career choices and to provide valuable information; skills ,
training and . ·resources to
enhance career development.
Several of these · 50-minute
courses are offered throughout
each semester and are free to
UCF students and alumni. A
monthly schedule 8Jld sign-up
sheet are provided at the
- ·Student Services Counter in the.CRC and can also be accessed
through the CRC · web site at
www.crc.ucf.edu.
_
The following courses are
offered: Orientation to CRC
Services, Resume, Interviewing
. Techniques,
Job
Search
Strategy · and
Federal
Employment'.

Career advising
Career Advisors ·are available by appointment to provide
specific information and advice
on major/career connections,
resume and cover letter critiques, mock futerviews, choosing and targetillg employers, job
search strategies and other
career-related·
issues.
Appointments generally last 45
minutes · and may be scheduled
through the Student Services
Counter in the CRC. It is·recom- ··.
mended to attend the related
workshop before . making an
appointment.
For issues . that require
immediate assistance that can
be handled without an appoint- ment, a C.O.D., or "Counselor on
Duty" is on-hand to meet with
students on a "walk-in." basis.
These sessions typically last
only 10 - 15 minutes _and are
intended for quick resume cri~ tiques or questions regarding
the G.O.L.D. system, etc. Please
contact the CRC (407-823-2361)
to confirm the availability of the
"C.O.D.", as there are times
when this service is not accessible due to special events or other
outreach activities. The CRC's
career advising services are
available only to UCF students
and alumni.
- Students who are unsure as
to the types of careers best suit. ed for their personalities and
skills should visit the Corinseling
& ~sting Center. Career counseling and assessment are.available by appointment to currently
enrolled UCF students.

'

· Career information libra~
The Career Information
Library in the Career Resource
Center offers a variety of
resources to assist students with
career planning an~ job search
activities. The "Business and
Industry" section contains information and promotional literature from more than 650 companies. This includes companies
currently interviewing on-campus as well as other organizations, both local and national;
which recruit ·frequently. · Other
. sections provide information. on
City, County, State· and Federal
Govenunent-agencies as well as-various school districts throughout Florida and the United
States. In addition, students
interested in furthering their
·education can flnd information
in graduate, law and professional school programs.
.
· The · Career Information
Library also contains a video
resource section. Many compa-

'

•

•

•

,

--

nies provide vidoos as a . way to · Each listing contains the employ- .
familiarize potential employees er's contact information. The Job
with the history of their organiza- Data Bank is available during the
tions, training programs, benefits - CRC's normal business hours. _
packages, etc. Thi!? section also
mcludes a series of tapes on topics Go for the G.O.L.D. with.
such as job ·search strategies, , the Grads On-Line
writing. resumes, interviewing
UCF students and altµnni up
skills and negotiating salaries to to one semester after graduation
help students with various aspects can access the Grads On-Line ·
of the employment process.
Database free of charge to register ·
for on-campus recruitpient and ·
Job data bank
resume referrals.
Using . the
. The Career Resource Center . G.O.L.D. ·system, you · can post
receives tens of thousands of job your -resume for use by employers,
advertisements each year from view current job listings, track ·
empfoyers through the mail and your resume referral history and
by fax. These listings' are eatego- even schedule on-campus ·interrized by occupational area . and vieW"s from anywhere you have·
posted for two weeks in the internet access! 'lb register, visit
_Career fuformation Library.
the GRC web site and select ·
Occupational categories for G.0.L.D. Strident Login or Alumni
full-time opportunities inchlde: Login. . Alllmni more than one
'Business & Industry, Clty, County, semester after graduation may
State, Federal Government, access the system for a nominal
Education, International, Health fee; please visit olir web site for a
Care, Media, Hospitality and oth- · current fee schedule. ·
ers.
Separate sections for
Internships, Part-tii:ne jobs and
-COl/RTESY IJCF CRC
Summer jobs are also included.

I

•

I

•
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The Career Resource
Center web site is your
·passport to a world of online career and job search
. / resources. Simply point
your web browser to
www.crc:ucf.edu to check
on the latest job fair
information. sign-up
for a career planning
~l~:A;,. lJJl:J.s.:nl@}
mini-class. or link to.a
·-.
variety of nationwide
job bank web sites and
search engines.
The web site also includes information on the programs and- services
· · offered by the CRC
UCF staden~ and alumni up to one semester after graduatioo can access
'the GOLD Connection free of charge. The GOLD CQnnection allQws regiStration of
a personal profile and posting of your resume so you may participate in on- .
campus interviews. view job postings. and track your resume referral history.

~-

...:;;~-:..:'.::;;:,:;;_

•

ca red ~h~~·;;; fi;~~d:r;~~-;~~~~;r;; ~;,;·-;,,~-;; ~~·~;;;~;~h ···
for full time employment a daunting and difficult one?
.TAKE THE TIME TO LEARN MORE about a profitable industry that offers flexible work hours, allows for
independent thinking,. provides fop-notch training, is practically recession-proof and, atc~rding to the U.S. Bureau
_of Labor Statistics, uis expected to grow faster than the national average for all _
occupations through 2010."
Check us out at the first-evef Pest
Management Job Fair on Friday, Oct~ber 18
in Orlando at the Gaylord Palms Resort &
Convention Center. The Job Fair runs from
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. and is free of charge.
- Companies expected to exhibit include:
•

Pest and lawn care management
· businesses

•

Manufacturers and distributors of
pest m~nagement products

•

Regulator\; agencies

•
•

The military
Others involved /n the pest
·management industry

Students with interpersonal skjlls.and strong
business, communications or sdence
backgrounds will be in especially high demand.
Exhibitors will be looking to.fill positions
such as:
.·
r

SALES-AND MARKETING PROFESSIONALS .*· MANAGERS
TECHNICAL DIRECTORS * RESEAR_CHERS ~ - PROFESSIONAL ENTOMOLOGISTS
.·SERVICE TECHNICIANS * ADMINISTRATIVE

to

Students participating i~ the Job Fairwill be reimbursed up to $50.00 for exp·enses_they incur attend and will -also
be automatically entered in a drawing.for fo~r $500.00 prizes, which will be_awarded during the event. · ·

.ro .registe·T,

~.

•.. •

........... .

or_obtain additjonal "information,_go. to ~.pestworld.org or ju,st _
show up a~d register -0.n· site.

. Feel free·to conta~ Gene Harrington at gharringtdn@pestWorld.org or 800-678-6722 if you have any questions. . . -

•••••••• ••••••••
The Pest Management Job. Fair is pre~ented by the Pest Management·Foundatipn, a charitable .organization .
affiliated with the National Pest M_anage~ent Association - the industry's only national trade group.

r•

The Pest Management Industry - An Industry of Problem Solvers
Come Join Us - Additional Problem Solvers are Always Needed
••\It

t
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GareerResource
cm. SerUices
Career Advising by
Appointment:
Major/Career options
Career ·related questions
Career Planning
Resume/Cover Letter critique
Mock Interview

on·-campus
Recruitment
and Job Postings:
GOLD Connection
On-Campus Interviewing
Resume Referral Service

Career Information:
Career Information Library
·Career Reference Books
NACE Job Choices Annuals·
Free Career Related Publications

Career Planning
Workshops:
GOLD Connection
Career Exploration
Choosing/Changing your major
Resume/Cover letter
Interview techniques
Job Search Strategy Federal
Government

THE central flor.ida

FUTURE

•.!

online

@

www.UCFFuture.com

Preparing individuals for real-world experiences is at the heart of what we ~o.As you prepare to graduate, now is
the time to take control of your career options.At CAE, we've built a reputation as the world's premier provider
of simulation and control technologies.We look forward to sharing our knowledge and preparing you for the future.

CAE Representatives will -be at the Fall 2002 Career Expo on September 18, 2002. We are looking for dynamic ·
individuals for the following:

Software Engineers
We have entry level opportunities available for engineers. You will be gaining simulation design experience. BSEE,
BSCS, BSME, BS in Math or Physics a must. Software programming and real-time experience is preferred to work
ii:i computer systems, tactics/weapons, radar, avionics design, visual integration and instructor operator station.
Military modeling of tactics and weapons systems experience, CIC++, UNIX experience desired. job Code:
AOl74-UCF ·
.?

It's yo!Jr future, take command of it. CAE offers exciting opportunities
for growth and recognition as well as competitive benefits. We are
looking forward to seeing you at the Fall 2002 Career Expo. CAE USA,
Human Resources Department, Post Office Box 15000, Tampa. FL
33684-5000 • Fax: 813-887-1522 • E-mail: employment.fla@cae.com

www.cae.com/careers/
.eoe .m/f/d/v dfW

,·:

~ ··

CAE
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Fall Expo Employer Listing
for an updated list visit www.crc.ucf.edu
I,

Kraft Foods - Nabisco Division
Ernst & Young LLP
Event Imaging Solutions (Subsidiary of
L3 Communications Linic Simulation &
Training
Kodak) .
-Lakeside Alternatives ·
Fairfield Resorts .
LBFH Incorporated
.
Fastenal
Lee Memorial Health Center
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federated ·Muh,1al Insurance
Lockheed Martin Corporation
Loews Hotels Universal Orlando
FedEx Services
Longwood Health Care Center
Finish Line Incorporated
· First National Bank and Trust Company
Marine Corps Officer Selection Office
Marriott International
First North American National Bank
Mary Kay Incorporated
Florida Department of Transportation
Florida Engineered Construction Products
Maxim Healthcare Services
Mercedes Homes
Corporation
Metlife
Florida Highway Patrol
Florida Power and Light Company
MetLife Financial Services
Microsoft
Frito Lay Incorporated ,
Munroe Regional Medical Center
Gallogy, Fernandez, Riley LLP
CAEUSA
Gaylord Palms Resort & Convention
Mutual of Omaha
Carsmetics Incorporated
· Nautica Factory Store
Center
CH Rob#ison .Worldwide Incorporated
NAVAIR
Childrenfirst Home Health Care System
GEICO Direct
. Graham, Cotrill, Jackson, Batts, and
Naval Financial Management Career
Cintas Corporation
Center
City of.Casselberry
Hostetter
City of Titusville
Naval Undersea Warfare Center
Harris Corporation
Navy Civilian Jobs ,
Hartman & Associates Incorporated
CNA Insurance Group Benefits
Nodarse & Associates incorporated
Honeywell
CNAinsurance Group Benefits
Northrop Grumman
Coastal Systems Station
Hooters of America lr!.corporated
Hubbard Construction Company
Northrop Grumman Information
Colonial Supplemental Insurance
Hyatt Hotels Corporation
Technology
Convergys
IFREC Real Estate Schools
Northwestern Mutual Financial Network
CPH Engineers Incorporated
Office of Program Policy Analysis & Gov.
Defense Intelligence Agency Internal Revenue Service
Intersil Corporation
Account.
Deloitte & Tonche LLP
Janssen Pharmaceutica
Orange Lake Resort and Country Club
Delray Beach Police Department
Jeld-Wen Incorporated
Orlando Police Department
Department of Defense, Office of Inspector
Kaplan Test Prep
Park Fin~ncial Group
General
Peace Corps
Kimley-Horn and Associates Incorporated
Dietrich Metal Framing
Kirchman Corporation
Polk County Board County Commissioners
Eckerd Drug Corporation
Pratt & Whitney (A United Technologies _
KLA-Tencor
Edward Jones
Company)
Enterprise Rent A Car
Kmart
3D Labs, Incorporated
7-Eleven Incorporated
AccuData America
Advantage Trading Group Incorporated
AFLAC Wmter Park
AGILIS Engineering Incorporated
Ameri-Life and Health Services
Army Material Command
Auditor General - State of Florida
Auto-Owners Insurance Company
Averett, Warmus, Durkee, Bauder, &
Thompson, CPA
Bed, Bath, & Beyond
Bojse Office Solutions
Boyle Engineering Corporation
Bubba Gump Shrimp Co.
BWXT Y-12 LLC

Progress Energy
Protiviti
Raytheon Company
Rinker Materials
Rosen Hotels and Resorts
RWD Technologies
.
Sandestin Golf and Beach Resort
Sarasota County Government
Sawtek
Sherwin-WJ.lliams
Smokey Bones BBQ Sports Bar
Southwest Florida Management District
Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center
Sprint
'
Steak N Shake
Suntrust
SV Microwave
Target Stores
_
Tedder, James-, Worden, & Associates, P.A.
The Hartford
Tilden Lobnitz Center
TruGreen ChemLawn
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army .
U.S. Coast Guard
United Space Alliance ·
Universal Allied Group
Veridian Incorporated
VERITAS Software
Vestal & Wiler CPAS
Vision -Quest
Waddell & Reed Incorporated
Walgreen's
Wallace Incorporated
Wal-Mart Distribution Center
Walt Disney World
Wells Fargo Financial: Auto Finance
Wells Fargo Financial: Consumer Loans
·Wilson Miller Incorpora!ed

...

Find Your Future•••
Now Hiring at Wells Fargo Financial
As a Credit Manager, you will ...
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoy a salaried posi~on with a Fortune 100 Company
Have performance and salary reviews at least every 3 months
Complete a comprehensive training ·prograni
· Learn credit investigation, loan interviewing, sales and collection techniques
Expect to qualify for promotion to Assistant and Store Manager

Your Benefits include...
• Holidays and vacations - vacation is based on length of service. Full-time team members receive a minimum of nine paid holidays each
year. _
• Thrift and profit sharing - contributions up to 6% of your salary receive an employer match of up to $2.50 for .each dollar you
contributed.
.
• Stock plans-purchase·Wells Fargo stock directly from your earnings with no fees.
You are also eligible for employee stock options as they are granted.
• Tuition reimbursement - if you choose to continue Y?ur education we will help with the cost.
• Team member referral-receive $500 and one day of vacation for each person
that you refer who is hired
• Savings plan.: earn 12% on balances up to $10,000

To filld out more about the management-training program, visit our website at wellsfargofinancial.com or contact:
Stuart Goldberg, Branch Manager @ 7800 S. Hwy 17-92, Ste. 142, Fern Park, FL 32730 407/331-4900 or 407/831-3360 fax

,-

•

•

•

. It's Like Grad School
for Management Careers.
/

.

.

Build a smart career plan with an industry leader that already has one:. Steak n Shake. Our Management Development
Program allows students to make the most of their talent~ with a well-structured plan for professlonal growth .

·MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Salaries to $35,000
•

We hire energetic, people-oriented individuals with excellent communication and leadership skills to begin rewarding
careers with an industry leader. You will have the opportunity to advance at an accelerated pace based upon the track
record that you build. You'll enjoy: Competitive Salaries & Benefits, Quarterly Bonus Incentive Plan, Employee Stock
Purchase Plan, Superior Training Program, Profit Sharing, 40 lk, Paid Vacation, and 5 Day Work Weeks. -

See us at the UCF Job Fair
·September ~8, 2002
Steak n Shake-join us at the top. If you want to experience the excellence of an industry leader but are unable to attend,
please forward your resume to: Steak n, Shake, Attn: Human Resources Manager, 455 Douglas Ave, Suite I 755,
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714. Fax: 407-788-9250. NYSE symbol SNS. We are an equal opportunity employer committed
to a diverse Wbrkforce.
·

www.steaknshake.com ·

•

_

Seeking candidates with a Bachelor's degree in:

Accounting • Finance • Eco(lom_ics • ·Business Management···
.

.

.

And candidates with a Bachelor's and/ or Master's degree in:

.. .

Electrical Engineering • Computer Engineering
_Comput~r Scie11ce
Interested candidates, please visit us at the

t;.' _

Fall 2002 Career Expo, September 18, ~002,
_1o:ooam-3:oopm,' UCF Arena, or apply on line at
·
.
careers.harris.com
.
US Citizenship is required for most positions.
· · We are an Equal Opportunity E~ployer.
·-

www.harris.com

'1
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· 1- always saw myself working in an office. But it turned out I like
thinking on my feet, doing ten things at once. 1· like managing .a
balance ,sheet impacting a $6 billion company. And I definitely like
·tbe potential to earn more money than my friends -climbing-"the
corporate · ladder.
?"

1,t's. a little surprising how much I enioy it. Bur Enterprise is a
surprising place. They train me. Support me. Reward me when ·
·I perform. Yet they let me do it my way, and I've never learned
so much in my life.

My perscrlVfl ·eftt-erprise

.}

.t!EnterPen':!~~I .·
enterprise.com/ careers
Enterprising applicantsr pl~a-se send res~me to:

~hristine Todd, Recruiting Manager,

_

130 University Park Dr., Ste. 235, Winter Park, FL 32792.
phone: (407) 670-1733 ext. 201
e-mail: ctodd@erac.com
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EOE

fax: (407) 670- 1744
')
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